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Access to Photography

Preface and Acknowledgements

f he Young Artist Workshops are a
three-week summer program designed
for young artists (ages 7-22) who have
learning disabilities, physical handicaps,
communication disorders, )r mental
retardation The program's purpose is
to allow young people with special
needs to experience 11-,e arts Photo-
graphy and other visual arts, dance,
creative movement and physical activi-
ties, theater, music, storytelling, and
creative writing comprise the curricu-
lum. I he participants experience the
various arts through exploring art
materials, acting, singing, writing.
speaking, listening, and seeing

I he program's philosophy is that
involvement in the arts should not he
limited to individuals unimpaired by
physical or mental disorders 1 he par-
ticipants develop more than spectator
skills with the arts, through active par-
ticipation in the various arts, the partic-
ipants receive hands-on experiences

I he Young Artist Workshops Arts
tot Spe,Aal Needs Children Pr ograms at
St Nnrnert College are funded, in part,
by the National Endowment for the
Ails, Arts in Education Program Arts
lot Special children began in 1985 with
20 youth ages seven to 14 with ortho-
pedic and / or communication disorders
1 he pr ogram expanded in 1986 to in-
clude mentally retarded teens and young
adults between the ages of 12 and 22
I he workshops in 1987 also uttered arts

enrichment experiences to 7 to 15-year-
old students with learning disabilities

About one-I ourth of the 65 young
people enrolled in the 1987 special arts
wor kshops used wheelchairs or walkers,
or were equipped with orthopedic devi-
ces Hearing impaired, nonverbal, men-
tally retarded, and learning disabled
were other drsabling conditions of the
participants

The group of students who had learn-
ing disabilities also had limited com-
munication skills either verbally, ui
written form, or both, due to dislexia,
memory difficulties or poor organiza-
tion skills rhe students who were phys-
i'2ally handicapped had >usdifficul-
ties.es. ambulatory with a walker or cane
and normal speech, muscular dist rophy
which made speech difficult, and cere-
bral palsy with augmentative communi-
catio:; systems

The Young Artist Workshops are an
art and education program of St Nor-
bert College, De Pere, WI 54115 They
provide visual and per forming. arts pro-
grams lot young people with excep-
tional educational needs lite workshops
are a demonstration site project provid-
ing an integrated art, program and an
opportunity for teachers to develop
skills I or enriching the curriculum with
the visual and pert orming arts

This guide is an extension of the I987-
88 Young Artist Workshops, it docu-
ments exploration from the workshops
as well as pr ovides souies and sam-
plings of information from a variety of
other programs.
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The 1987-88 photography project,
including this publication, would not
have been possible without the generous
support of the St Norbert College
community, the National Endowment
for the Arts Artists in Education
Program, Eastman Kodak, arid the
Polaroid Corporation

We hope the essays, the bibliography,
lists of adaptive equipment and source~,
ways which equipme it could he easily
modified, examples of student work,
and suggestion, to teachers, recreation
program stall, parents, tad persons
with disabilities ;ontained herein will
indeed increase (U ( es s to photography

Editor's Note

Illicit develtquin; the neces.sart adap-
tations to permit a plit.steaThr challenged
person to Ivo, A with photography equip-
ment it i.s suggasted that this guide pro-
Vide a point of departure and (h.' indi-
vidual. care-provider, or feat her who is
worA mg with the individual engage in
(h ialoAne with appropriate suppoi: per-
Aiinei These appropriate .support per-
sonnel W011hl Illehlde persons who mat
also tror4 with that indituatial in a
school or human service agent r These
include, a lait of .upational therapist, b)
ph VSICal therapist, c )therapetesere( na-
tion Apecialist, or tOrehabilnation engi-
neering Auppot I person. These individ-
nab all hate .spet ial expel Ilse in maA mg
adaptations to atcommodate the ( apa-
bait ies of a person trio IA phrsirall V
challenged '1 hey may he able to

recommend 1///Iple (Milner( wily avail-
able items in the toiwniiiiits or the set
VI( es of (1 pel soli ill the rehab'', alum
'eine, or similai progiain that might he
able to ,thriccite the necessart device In
a pub.'', s( b()()/setinw, the tt oodshop or
industrial ails feat hei and an enterpris-
ing .student or hit, Might health, lo quite
yawls labium(' the net essars t lumping.
holding or positioning (levity

HI inviting input /r' iii persons such
as the of t ',potion& therapist oi the
plivs;«il flierapis, that it otA s with that
person on pe, haps a steeAls or month' I.
basis, I Hit mar ,i;atti aispht regarclaix
the aithrithitil's unique capabilities and
limitations /his should he ve, r helpful
in -solving" 0 nett powtionllig, pill( e-
Merit, or mounting probkin
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Access to Photography

Chapter 1

St Sol bert art and education prole%vor Charley Peterson 1% the IOU AGAR FIST
H ()R tl,S110PS (IA t4 ) Program.% founder and director

Pc'tei %on and the Program% ((welting stall have presented worl, %hop% /or ,..acher%
and odic, inteleved group% throughout the United States Prosentation% about the
Plot;tain have alw been ,nade at state and national art education a% %(u union meet-
in.!%. !Minding the ,Vational Art !Autumn A%%iu union ( onl'ell/10/1% M Nett' Drleam,
Boma', and most re( club. at Los ,/ingeles in April. /988

Re«.ittli appointed to a 11/iseonsin Department of Pubhe Imtruction lash Force,
Petel %on is helping prepare a cum( Winn guide l(n visital and performing arts /or
( hildi en It ith e.,. -pi umal edit( ational needs
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An Adventure into Photography

by Charles Peterson

"There go my people, I must hurt-)
and catch up to them, I or I am their
leader," these words, attributed to
Mahatma (lhandi, revered former leader
of India. are indeed !Tie\ ant to us today
as artist N, ed ucators, photographers, and
collectively as people concerned with
the quality of life for persons who are
disabled

For the adult who never quite learned
to type, the specter of the computer may
indeed he overwhelming It is easy to
feel threatened by technology when our
life experience to this point has been one
of being dictated to nv technology rather
than being in control of it

It IN easy to impose our own limita-
tions on others, who indeed min not
have tho,c similar limitations An indi-
vidual who is ph) sically challenged might
have limited or no use of the extremi
ties, minimal use of the head, ma\
require total care, but vet have a bid-
hant,Inglik imaginative mind with both
the intellect and the win to communi-
cate with a non-disabled world

Whereas a scant generation ago t oni-
putPr communication consisted of a

console that would have looked more ri

place at Cape Canaveral in (iround
('ontrol, now it has been shrunk to if,
we of a small shoe box and rides on a
power wheelchair with a 7-year-old child
M odiheu keyboards, expanded key-
boards, light-activated keyboards, or
even eye-activated keyboards provide a

Danny shares a communications board

and camera with non-disabled friends.

link enabling the disabled person
to access communication and the arts
Indeed, we need to he open to techno-
logical change and sem: the unique
opportuntnes it offers when sintabl)
adapted to help a per son who IN disabled
to bet ome involved in the arts

Uoi the person with orthopedic
(heaps or tommumeation disorders,
photogra;dn, can ol lei new I reedom
and the tapabdit) of expressing one's
inner feelings without words or a crest
deal of ph)sical dexterity Although
many bar !els exist which can make the
person with exceptional educational
needs I cel I rust r ated, phoiography of leis
the opportunity 1 or these persons to feel
Tree and he successful,

3



Acczss to Photography

Jed uses a wheelchair mounted and elec-
trically operated Polaroid camera.

Recent advances in photographic
technology make photography as easy
as pointing and pushing a button.
Automatic cameras are now available at
affordable prices. This new generation
of cameras focuses and advances auto-
matically, doesn't require threading and
crank-rewinding of film, adjusts to
changing light levels for automatic
exposure, and even activates the built-in
electronic flash when needed

All that are needed are ays to stabil-
ize and point the camera, and then an
easy way to activate the shutter reit:int
Many possible ways of accomplishing
this are discussed in this text and are
documented in a li.(ting of available
devices or are shown and described in
art ,:ppendix of modifications you can
east!;' make yourself

The AcceAA to Photography manual
is, in fact, itsell an adaptation It reflects
and documents some of the explora-

lions undertaken, and chs.:overies made,
by the participants and staff of the
YOUNG ARTIST WORKSHOPS pro-
gram. It also attempts to group together
some of the precious few resources dis-
covered in searcheL for more informa-
tion about photography by persons with
exceptional educational needs Hope-
fully, it will help stimulate additional
thought, lead to further resources, and
indeed improve access to photography.

Photography has the power to become
many things to many people. In the
beginning of a life-long adventure in
photography that began some 45 years
ago, before I was 10, I began using a
camera to record events, people, and
places that seemed Important to me at
the time. I later began to record impres-
sions of events, people, and places; still
later, as I learned from my camera and
with my camera, I began to interpret
what "we" were seeing.

At still (motilet point in -OW out nc
1111 ough photeet aph the toLus shit ted
to the eapabilit of the photograph to

mbolize aspects of Icahts. or to
de \,clop what noted Ametican photo-
graphet Alfred Stegliti ("tiled "photo-
gt aphic equivalents I titer. the photo-
graph became lot me a means tot traps-
Icrring of translot ming ideas and images
through Clit.Olintel s kk Ith technology ( I
photo-etching. t het mal imaging, dtgual
camel a and compute! Icptoduction.
computer graphics tdhlets, etc ) Into
()thet trtistic media l'hotogtaphN has,
indeed. the capaett to set e mait peo-
ple in a ..triety ()I %Ads s As an t ed uea-
tot , photographei ed mato! 01 at ts spe-
cuthsts in an adaptRe education pro-
gram, and d [recto' ()I a visual and
perfor ming arts program I or outIl with

4



An Adveniure into Photography

44,sikat r k

Lead Teacher Siebens and students discuss a photo exhibition.

exceptional educational needs, I found
these diverse professional interest con-
verging as the Access to Photography
Project evolved,

As I continued my work with persons
who are disabled, I became more aware
of augmentative communication systems
(including touch or light activated com-
puter systems) and their function in the
life of the person who has a communica-
tion disorder. During dialogue with
occupational and physical therapists
regarding physical adaptations for per-
sons who had physical limitation as
well, I became more aware of the power
of photography as an augmentative or
alternative form of communication if
suitable physical adaptations were made

Photography has the unique capacity
for sharing ideas, information, and

dreams that can sometimes best, or per-
haps only, be shared visually Foi the
person who is phr wally challenged,
who has a communication disorder, 01
even who has a visual impairment, the
use of relatively simple adaptations can
bring photography in its more direct
forms such as the instant photograph
within reach of all The chapters in this
book are dedicated to that goal

Indeed, if physical adaptations arc
made and requisite dexterity can be
developed, the person who has a physi-
cal disability can easily enter the magic
world of black and white or color
photography even the darkroom
aspects are achievable. In a later chapter
Mark Peterson discusses dark room
adaptations,

5
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Access to Photography

Video provides an immediate imagiiir
capaln hi v

111

The YOUNG ARTIST WORK-
SHOPS began as an experiment ;n 1985
with an arts program for children with
orthopedic and communication disorders
and has expanded each year since then.
The Program is funded, in part, by the
National Endowment for the Arts, and
gifts from foundations, civic groups,
and individual donors

The concept of providing experiences
and opportunities in the arts to children
with exceptior.al needs was a unique
notion, even among many educators.

As a parent raising children with dis-
abilities, as an artist, and as an educa-
tor, I was frustrated by the limited
opportunities available in the arts for
these special children. I wanted to open
up new dimensions and possibilities for
many young people and, in so doing,
enhance the quality of life for this spe-
cial population.

Among the original program goals
were (a) recogni7ing the achievements
of young arts who were disabled and (b)
demonstrating the capabilities of dis-
abled persons to participate in the visual
and performing arts.

Now enter ing its fifth year, the
YOUNG ARTIST WORKSHOPS
offers experiences in visual arts, dance,
creative movement, photography, music,
theatre, and arts appreciation to young
people ages seven to 22 with develop-
mental d,sabilities

Coordinating a summer YAW, Edu-
cator's Workshops, Mini-Workshops,
research, publication, and dissemina-
tion activities as well Is providing general
program support was the challenge for
the administrative staff.

6
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An Adventure into Photograph}

Four qualified lead teachers headed a
support staff of about 30 employees
Among them were an interpreter for the
hearing impaired, art and music thera-
pists, art and music teachers, and
teachers specializing in theatre, photo-
graphy, dance and creative movement,
and creative writing.

Looking backward, most of the stall
and volunteers that helped inaugurate a
small arts program for 20 children in
1985 are still in the program Their
enthusiasm, dedication to our excep-
tional students, and loyalty to our
YOUNG ARTIST WORKSHOPS
Project is commendable Each year seven
o, eight new staff members have been
added to the ST. NORBERT COL-
LEGE "Special Arts Community" and
we continue to grow as educators as we
work with each other and with our
young exceptional artists.

Also present arc some of the young
artists with disabilities that began an
adventure in the arts tour years ago
What a poy it is to see their growth ir
self- confidence, maturity, and excite-
ment aN they continue to grow in then
ability to express themselves th.ough
the ,arts 1 heir lack of speech. healing,
use of the hands, or ability to moe is
certainly no harrier to enjoying the arts
as active spectators and participants
when appropriate adaptations are made

Our fourth and most successl ul year,
1988, provided many' opportunities lot
outreach and program dissemination of
specific program components that were
funded under the National Endowment
for the Arts Grant which includes the
Access to Photography Program We
completed the production of several
audiovisual and printed resources for
arts educators, and the work continues

on three other projects this '1(«'11 1
Photography publication, a resource
guide entitled "Music and the Excep-
tional Needs Child." and a % ideo-tape
lor college 'art education prop ims,
"Access to the Visual Art'." which
locuses upon ways of adapting en% ii-
influent and attitudes to make the % isual
arts accessible to a ph} sical1v challenged
person

Participation in the visual and per-
forming arts can significantly contrib-
ute to real personal growth and enhanced
self-concept for the learning disabled
child Experiences in visual and per-
forming arts can assist the child in deriv-
ing greater meaning from looking, lis-
tening, touching, or moving experiences
They help the child to integrate infor-
mation from many different senses, and
to aevelop memory in terms of what Ims
been seen, heard, felt, or experienced. In
addition, arts experiences may cruble
the leaf ning disabled child to increase
his/ her ability to make visual judge-
ments. The child should be able to
increase line bio-motor and/ or percep-
tual skills Activities in the arts, particu-
larly photography, which leature built-
in success have the capacity to dramatic-
ally increase the sell-concept of the chile.
with a disabling condition

Profiles in the Arts, a hook produced
by the National Endowment lor the
Arts, presents 20 inspiring case studies
of visual and performing artists who
have excelled in their respective art
lot ms
disabled,

and who happen to he

Commitment, talent and !magma-
tion these are characteristic of
each of the individual profiles here.

7
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"Mv friend Mark" . . . a photo by Danny.
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An Adventure into Photography

What's more, each has shown the
courage and audacity to disregard
society's assumption that disabil-
ity limits achievement. Arthur
Pepine, producer of the Yale
Cabaret, notes, "no one wants to
be identified as a 'handicapped
artist.' What we want is to have
our output matched with anyone
else's and aspire to levels that are
absolute and not related to the
way in which we perform them "

In Profiles' introduction, It7hak
Perlman, internationally known violi-
nist, who is also disabled, states,

One of the greatest obstacles that
disabled people often encounter is
the attitudes of others: low expec-
tations, inflexibility, narrow-mind-
edness. In this connection, museum
curator Dianne Pilgram shares
her dream, "I have a fantasy of
being able to do something that
changes the image that people
have of disabled persons. I thought

my career story would be a perfect
chance to be a part of the process
of changing people's opinion of
individuals with disabilities

Profiles in the Arts highlights abil-
ity rather than disability I hope it
will inspire administrators to look
more carefully at their visual, per-
forming, media, design and liter-
ary arts programs, and take steps
to allow someone with a disability
to achieve his full potential

Let us as artists, educators, photo-
graphers, and collectively as people
concerned about the quality of h'e for

sons who are disabled not look for
t e, )ns why a disabled person cannot
photograph. Let us instead focus on the
positive and make adaptations in atti-
tude, equipment, and the environment
so an adventure into the expressive
world of photography becomes a reality
and can serve as a new bridge to com-
munication for persons who at e disabled
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Chapter 2

Eddee Daniel was a Visiting Faculty mean,' :r for photography during the 1987
YOUNG A RTIST WORKS 'HOPS. Eddee is a lull-time art teacher and Chairman of
the Art Department a! Marquette Universi.' v High School in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.
He holds an M.S. in Art Educationfrom du University of Wivconsin- Milwaukee and
a RS. in Art Education from the Universal. of W; consin- Madison. As a photo-
grapher aml graphic artist, he has exhibited hi.s work aationallvas have many of his
.studems.
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Photography and the
Arts for Special Children Program

by Eddec Daniel
Photography Instructor

Photography is such an immediate
and compelling medium that it offers
wonderful opportunities for meeting a
variety of educational and therapeutic
goals. With the right equipment and
guidance, photography can be made
accessible to just about everyone.

"Visual literacy is an educational right
for all our children, teens and young
adults, handicapped or not."

As part of the 1987 YOUNG ARTIST
WORKSHOPS/ARTS FOR SPECIAL
CHILDREN PROGRAM at ST
NORBERT, I was able to bring photo-
graphy to three widely varicd groups of
youths with special needs. Immediate
feedback and subsequent comments by
parznts and teachers attested to the suc-
cess of the program. These children and
young adults had a positive emotional
experience and were able to acquire
some specific skills related to photo-
graphy

"Almost invariably the second picture
was a distinct improvement over the
first."

The groups included young artists
who were mentally retarded (ages 12-
22), who had learning disabilities (ages
7-15), and who were orthopedically
handicapped or had communication
disorders (age. 7- 15). The goals were the

same for each of the three groups, but
the approaches and specific activities
varied

The goal of my involvement in the
program was to make photography more
accessible to these youth. Photography
as a medium of v isual communication is
so pervasive in our society that many of
us take it pretty much for granted But,
while photography does have character
istic- which make it inherently motivat-
ing, it is nevertheless not always imme-
diately accessible to youth with special

.

"They had to make value judgements
and establish priorities based on a
theme "

needs In order to make it so, the partic-
ular needs must he assessed by a quali-
fied p, Non, and an activity program
must be developed with specific objec-
tive, which address those needs. The
formality, emphasis, and comprchen-
sisencss of the program can vary greatly
depending upon the qualifications of
the teachers and the goals which are set.

In our situation, I was brought in as
the photography specialist. Having lit-
tle background in special education, '
was quite dependent on the lead teacher
of each group to help me understand the
caihilities and needs of the young
artists in the group As a result of this
and the time constraints, we kept our

I t)



Access to Photography

goals fairly simple. We met these goals
with a gratifying degree of success. A
more ambitious program could be deve-
loped, time permitting, under the direc-
tion of someone trained in the use of art
and / or photography as a therapeutic

The greatest benefit was that he
enjoyed himself School causes Aaron
a great deal of frustration and I have
not seen any of the usual fearsa real
plus for him"

Parent

tool This is not necessary, however, in
order to provide these young people
with exceptional educational needs with
a positive, educational experience of
photography.

The program director, the lead teacher,
and I identified four objectives 1 or these
workshops

..) teach certain skills, primarily
now to use the equipment and how
to compose with the camera

To provide a way to improve com-
munication and / or perceptual
skills

To provide a pos'tive group
experience.

To improve self-esteem and pro-
mote a positive self-concept

I met with each group for an nour at a
time, one session per week for three
weeks I suggested activities to the lead
teacher, and together we worked out the
details before each session. There was a
follow-up meeting for feedback and
evaluation after the sessions. For pur-
poses of simplicity, I will discuss each

group independently and completely
before -,loving on to the next group.
Before doing so. however, I add a few
words about the equipment:

The standard camera used through-
out was the Polaroid Sun 660 Auto-
focus. This was chosen because it was

"How better can one work on improv-
ing self-image than to assert that
one's image is worth preserving on
film by doing so?"

easy to use the auto-focus, auto-
exposure and built-in auto-flash pro-
vide for one-touch operation and
because it provides for immediate eva-
luation of the instant print. The film
cost was not a major problem since we
did not use that much of it-- roughly
three to lour prints per person per
session.

The Kodak K-12 35mm auto-focus
camera was used to supplement the
Polaroid for the group with learning
disabilities. This camera provides a sim-
ilar cm: touch operation while the 35mm
film has a lower cost per print. It also
has other educational advantages which
I will mention later. The Kodak 35mm
pi oved to be an extremely sturdy camera,
and withstood heavy use and abuse
throughout the program.

Mentally Retarded Group
(ages 12-22)

Although ea.h group presented chal-
lenges and offered its own rewards, I

found that the youth who were mentally
retarded were the most fun to work
with. They had an unbounded enthusi-
asm for the activity and were invariably
happy with whatever result they got.

12 I. ti



Photography and the
Arts for Special Children Program

"Most of these people had never used
a camera befo. e They were almost all
able to do so with a good degree of
success."

While this tended to he true for all three
groups, these youth made it more
obvious. On the other hand, this group
was the least adaptable and overall was
the least able to improve on their first
attempts.

For the mentally retarded group, we
chose very simple themes to get them to
respond to specific visual attributes of
their environment. For the themes of
colors and shapes the young artists just
had to find something colorful of their
choice, or find an identifiable shape and
then isolate tt or emphasize it composi-
tio illy. The theme of large and small

"I saw children being proud of who
they are."

Program Visitor

required them to take two pictures of
different-sized subjects and relate them
to each other. They responded very
well most were able to do the task.
Some, of course, needed more coaching
and individua: attention than others,
but in general I was very pleased with
how well-composed their picture,' were.

Their final activity was to do portraits
of each other. While they tended to Ilk:,
everything they did, it was clear that
they were particularly happy to have a
picture of themselves There were a
couple of exceptions some did not
want to have their picture taken at all.
Thus it is not clear to me whether we
achieved our fourth goal (promotion of
self-concept) or not. It is possible only

those with a higher self-concept partici-
pated If this is the case, I am certain
time was the limiting factor rather than
the medium itself

"While they tended to like everything
they did, it was clear that they were
particularly happy to have a picture of
themselves

There is no doubt in my mind that to
some degree the other three goals were
met. Most of these people had never
used a camera before. But they were
soon almost all able to do so with a good
degree of success (even the one who, by
objective standards, had the most diffi-
culty handling the camera felt success-
ful). From their expressions and the
nature of their interactions it was
obviously a positive group experience.
Finally, in the follow-up I learned that
not only were they able to pelixive and
communicate visually, but the activity
stimulated an unusual amount of ver-
balization as well

Learning Disabled Groups
(ages 7-15)

The group of children with learning
disabilities included the greatest varia-
tion in ability and degree of st.ccess. Not
only were there children having differ-
ent specific disabilities togethe- in one
group, but there was a greater difference
due to the apparent range of ages than
in other groups Some of the younger
children would haphazardly fire away
with the camera, never looking through
the viewfinder. They were delighted to
have the opportunity but achieved pre-
dictably poorer results. They needed a
lot of one-on-one coaching and, in the

13
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"With their cameras, these young
photographers learned to mov in
and visually record their awareness of
their environment, however limited for
some."

end, I shot pictures of some of them
Having these pictures to take home with
them seemed to please them as much as
the activity itself, perhaps

For those of this group with higher
abilities I used the most specific kinds of
assignments. First, we started with por-
traits and an emphasis on composing
clearly. Using the Polaroid camera, they
each shot a picture of a partner. We
looked at each picture, analyzed the
problems with the composition (the
most common problem being standing
too far away from the subject). and then
shot a second picture. The immediate
feedback approach was highly effective;
the Polaroid instant prints proved
indispensable. Almost invariably the
second picture was a distinct improve-
ment over the first.

"Bobbi got to participate in activities
she usually doesn't get to dr' It was a
great boost for morale and self-
confidence."

Parent

I heir second assignment was to make
a series of pictures which showed what it
was like to go from one location on
campus to another. We walked the
route and they picked out landmarks
along the way. For this we used the
Kodak Model K-I 2 35mm cameras and
a roll of I 2-exposure film for each of
them. This was not only more economi-
cal than instant prints, but the time lag
between shooting and seeing the pro-

cessed pictures was en important aspect
of the activity. The children had to
recall the resequencing of the images at
the later date when the pictures were
returned from processing.

Their third assignment emphasized
the content of a photograph. They had
to make value judgements and establish
priorities based on a theme. The theme
was to imagine themselves preparing to
be astronauts on a mission to outer
space. The task was to make photo-
graphs of significant aspects of their
immediate environment to take with
them as a record of what life was like on
earth. This could he presented as either
a way of remembering earth for them-
selves or communicating with alien life
forms. In either case, they had to decide;
a ) what was important enough to
include, and b.) how best could it be
communicated visually in a photograph.

"Not only were they able to per;eive
and communicate visually, but the
activity stimulated an unusual amount
of verbalization as well."

The theme was very successful as a
motivator, which was its main objec-
tive. I did not expect, with this group, a
great level of sophistication in their
responses. They did, however, take the
theme seriously and were able to make a
valid discrimination about what should
be Included. I chose not to intervene
w!th value judgements of my own but to
let them establish titles completely
as they wished. I wot%! have liked to
follow-up this activity wah a discussion,
but time did not permit it. This limita-
t n did not reduce the children's
satisfaction.
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Photography and the
Arts for Special Children Program

front of them, damping it to the wheel-
chair. They would then aim the camera
by moving the chair The foot-treadle
was connected to the camera and placed
on the child's lap. When he was ready to
trigger it, ne pushed on the treadle with
his hand, wrist or arm. Alternately, it
could be taped to the wheelchair frame
and be activated by the head, knee or
foot.

"Photography is a powerful medium
for communication and bridges the
social isolation often found to a large
extent in the special child's or young
adult's world."

Again, I believe we met our goals.
With perhaps two exceptions, the child-
ren were able to Ise the cameras suc-
cessfully and show improvement. They
were able to take the assignments and,
through them, use the camera to com-
municate. They talked to each other and
worked together on the activities. I have
no doubt that it was a positive group
and individual experience. They were
very pleased with their results.

Orthopedically Han;:icapped
Group (ages 7-15)

The biggest challenge in working with
the children who were orthopedically
handicapped was to establish some con-
trol of the picture-taking process. We
were provided by Polaroid with adapted
equipment which proved vital for this
purpose. Polaroid adapted an instant
camera with a plug-in device which
could be used with two different trigger-
ing mechanisms: a pistol grip or a foot
treadle. Another very important item
was a monopod with a clamp on it
which could be attached to the arm or
frame of a wheelchair. The combination
of these devices allowed us to overcome
the two primary obstacles to using a
camera: holding the camera steady and
triggering the shutter. I worked with
four children, none of whom could hold
a camera steady unaided. The proce-
dure we worked 9ut was to take turns
with the monopod (since we had only
one) and I would position the camera in

With the physical Imitations solved,
motivation was not a problem. In fact it
was tempting to feel that solving such an
obvious problem was the whole task.
These children, however, were not men-
tally handicapped and could easily dis-
tinguish between a strong, successful
image and a less successful one. Giving
them an assignment, as with anyone,
also gives them criteria for evaluation of
their images 7 his is essential at this
beginning le ci , if inN oh emeld

"I did not sense any discomfort in
these children with being the subject
of the picture."

We did three activities a scavenger
hunt, portrelts, and a spy mission. Far
the scavenger hunt they had to choose
the kind of images for which they would
search When they found the image,
they would make two shots of it with the
Polaroid We evaluated the composi-
tion of the first shot, then tried to
improve on it with the second. They
were .ilmost invariably able to do so and
were visibly pleased with their successes

"I had them pretend the chair was a
spy plane on a secret mission to pho-
tograph the St. Norbert campus. They
took to the idea immediately

15
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The spy mission was a special twist I
thought of lust for this group. I felt that
the wheelchair was an important and
ambiguous symbol. On the one hand, it
could represent their handicaps, but on
the other hand, it was literally their

"They were able to take the assign-
ments and, through them, use the
camera to communicate. They talked
to each other and worked together on
the activities."

means of overcoming that handicap.
Wanting to emphasize the latter, I had
them pretend the chair was a spy plane
on a secret mission to photograph the
St. Norbert campus. They took to the
idea immediately My only regret was
having to take turns and consequently
dissipate some of the energy they brought
to this activity.

"The activities I constructed and
planned with the other teachers
brought into focus both objects in
these people's environment and
awareness of each other as social
beings.

I included portraits among every
Frqup's activities. Portraiture is what
photography does best And how better
can one work on improving self-image
than to assert that one's image is worth
preserving on film by doing so? I did not
sense any discomfort in these children
with being the subject of the picture.
Although they invested more evident
energy in being the photographer, they
seemed quite proud to sit for someone
else as well.

' I

Mal
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Photography and the
Arts for Special Children I'rogram

Conclusion
All the children and young adults

with special needs with whom 1 worked
benefitted from exposure to the educa-
tional and therapeutic activities of pho-
tography. Photography is a powerful
medium for communication and bridges
the social isolation often found to a
large extent in the special child's or
young adult's world. With their came-
ras, these young photographers learned
to move in and visually record their
awareness of their environment, how-
ever limited for some. The act/vide.: 1
constructed and planned with the other
teachers both brought into focus many
objects in their environment and culti-
vated an awareness of each other as
social beings. The medium of photo-
graphy proved to he a successful moti-
vator with very positive outcomes It

tapped into a well of energy and excite-
ment for each of the three groups of
young photographers and channeled
that excitement into a successful pro-
d Kt of their won unique selves.

Visual literacy is an educational right
for all our children, teens and young
adults, handicapped or not. Through
this project, which combined expertise
in the visual art of photography and
adapting that art to the needs of the
special student, a unique learning expe-
rience which is a familiar part of our
cultural expression was made accessi-
ble. 1 have no doubt that the continued
development of art programming which
includes photography will greatly enrich
and enhance the education of children
and young adults with special needs.
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Chapter 3

Sandy Siehens has worked as an art and photography teaches in summer arts enrich-
ment programs and in the area of special education for a total of eight .years Her
particular teacher certification is in the area of Early Childhood-Exceptional Educa-
tional Needs, and she is a metaher of the staff at Syhle Hopp School, Brown County
Schools for the Handicapped.
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Learning Experiences with Photography

and Mentally Retarded Youth
by Sandy Seibens

EEN educator

Drawing upon my previous eve-
nences teaching photography to child-
ren (ages 8-13) in summer arts enrich-
ment programs, I tried adapting those
approaches lor introducing photography
to youth who were mild/ moderately
retarded I had worked for two years as
lead teacher in a visual and performing
arts program with 13- to 22-year-old
mentally retarded youth and young
adults

When planning an activity it is impor-
tant to keep in mind both the age
appropriateness of the activity and the
functional levels of the students. A
teacher working with mentally retarded
students must also be aware of individ-
ual differences within each student (e.g ,

a student may be physically 17 years
old, with social skills at 8-9 years, and a
cognitive level of 3-4 years).

An example of this can be found in
the following lesson plan in which the
goal of identifying textures is approp-
riate for a student functioning covn-
tively at 3-4 years even though 17 years
physically, while the use of a camera
would be an age appropriate activity
for a 17-year-old.

We also explored the lace as a means
for communication. This was achieved
through the use of the theatrical make-
up, puppetry, and role-playing aided by
the use of large mirrors. Through these
experiences the students were able to

explore and record their emotions with
a camera.

An instant camera such as the Pola-
roid 660 is an excellent resource because
of its immediacy. The Polaroid can be
purchased for $20 $25 A small group
sharing an instant camera can explore,
record, and share in minutes An addi-
tional benefit of the insti'nt camera is
the elimination of t.e ,seed for detailed
explanations of the camera's use and
darkroom procedures.

The "Textures" and "Emotions" les-
son plans illustrate two activities as
conducted with small groups of men-
ially retarded teens and young adults

I feel the students benefitted from this
alternate means of experiencing both
textures and emotions. "1 his was evident
in their ability to achieve the objectives
set out in the lesson plans This was also
apparent in their eagerness to share
their photographs with their peers. Each
student, regardless of functioning ley.:1,
showed great pride in his/ her ability to
operate the camera and produce a pho-
tograph. The comments of parents at
the festival sum up the success that can
be achieved in using cameras in the arts
and special education. Alter an excited
arts festival participant had proudly
showed his photographs of rough and
smooth to his parents, they discussed
the purchase of a camera for his birthday
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Photography: Textures (Rough/Smooth)

Coal: I n develop each student's understanding of the textures rough and smooth

Objectives:
I) I ach student will be able to select the smooth object from a pair of rough;

smooth objects 2 out of 3 times.

2) Each student will he able to select the rough object from a pair of rough'
smooth objects 2 out of 3 times

3) i he students will he able to demonstrate an applied understanding of the
textures rough and smooth by photographing at least one rough and one
smooth object in the environment

Materials:
Rough objects,' smooth objects (at least one object for each student.
One ii, ,taut camera per student
Enough film for four photographs per student

Procedures:
I ) Discuss qualities of rough and smooth

2) Show students c ,nples of each

3) Question students to see if they can name objects

4) Students take turns selecting rough /smooth objects from a pair of objects.

5) leacher identifies one rough and one smooth object in the environment

6) I ach student then identifies and then photograph, at least one rough and one
smooth object

7) Regroup and discuss photographs

Evaluation:
l ) I ach student will have successfully selected 2 out of 3 rough /smooth objects

2) 1 ach student will have photographed at least one rough and one smooth
object
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Learning Experiences with Photographs
and Mentally Retarded Youth

Photography: Emotions

Goal: To provide students with an opportunity to explore their emotions through
photography.

Objectives:
1) As a group, the students will be able to name at least five emotions.

2) Each student will demonstrate the body language that goes with three of the
five emotions stated.

3) Each student will be able to photograph at least one friend demonstrating an
emotion with body language.

Materials:
One large mirror (or a small mirror for each student)
One camera per student.
Enough film for four photographs per student.

Procedures:
I) Discuss emotions with students.

2) Question students for exampics of emotion

3) With each exa iple, explore the body language that goes with it by looking at
self while making faces in the mirror.

4) Also, with each example discuss what makes them feel that way.

5) Students take turns photographing friends displaying emotions of their choice.

Evaluation:
) Students wig have named at least five emotions as a group

2) Students will have demonstrated the body language that goes along with three
out of five emotions

3) Each student will have photographed a friend displaying a given emotion.
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Chapter 4

Susan 1 Gagnon wmhines a background in Special Edwanon suit her eusiomer
servue ex-peruse lo serve us Na Ilona! Coorthrunm for Polaroid Project SNAP (Sp,-.
end Needs Adapted Pholography)
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Focus on Photography:
Donald Levine

by Susan L. Gagnon

Donald Levine is one of V -se peo-
ple who can venture outdoors with a
camera anywhere, anytime, and always
find something to shoot. "People in
evisyday life are too busy to notice
wnat's really going on around them . ..
to see birds, animals, flowers ... the way
a red maple tree leaf un;olds, or the
design in a piece of wood," says Donald.
"I'll shoot anything that will hold still
long enough!"

Although he has just turned fifty,
Donald still recalls sitting on his dad's
lap at age 5 and watching him print and
develop film. From 5-15 years old, he
loved using the family's Brownie box
camera. At age 15, he took a shallow
dive which left him paralyzed from the
neck dawn. Since then, however, with a
few custom-made adaptations, and the
constant use of a mouthstick, Donald
continues to be one of the most promi-
nent photographers in Rhode Island.
He can often be found alone along the
shore, among the boats, or in a park;
always with a camera. He't traveled
around the cour .,, in a van, capturing
the beauty of . rica.

The motorized wheelchair is consi-
dered an advantage because it serves as
a convenient permanent tripod. The key
to Donald's independence, however, is
the wooden lapboard with several Ys"
holes drilled in it. TEey hold a number
of specialized mouthsticks equipped with
his tools: pen, phone dialer, paper turner,
etc. One of the holes accommodates a
custom -made base with a vertical pipe

23

holding a panhead like the top of a
tripod. Donald's Nikon F3 with auto-
winder fits securely on the top at eye
level. He has a variety of lenses from
24mm wide-angle to 300mm telephoto.
Fach lens is equipped with two of the
same accessories called a "quick focus
lever," which he can move up and down
with the mouthstick. By doing this, he
can easily adust the focus and the f-stop.
Even the mouth ,_ick itself is a Donald
Levine creation. He replaced his old
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splintered wooden one with a simple
homemade tapered Lucite dowel. The
rubber finger on the end makes it easy to
push the lever arm around the lens, as
well as adjust the shutter speed settings
on the camera. For quicker and easier
shots. Donald will shoot with a small
lens opening, therefore gaining a greater
depth of field, and eliminating focusing

Finally, when he has finished com-
posing, focusing, adjusting shutter speed
and aperture, he's ready to take the pic-
ture. He drops the mouthstick in the
appropriate hole and reaches down to
grasp the mechanical cable release in his
mouth, biting the end of the release,
trips the shutter to take the picture. This
procedure is repeated on a regular basis,
which accounts for the more than 9,000
images Donald has created. Basically
self-taught, he has expanded his knowl-
edge with courses on technique, light-
ing, portraiture, and modeling. Photo-
graphy is such an integral part of his life,
that he claims he couldn't conceive of
lile without it When not behind a
camera. he's behind a tape recorder
writing a hook called "the 1)m /mm 36
Inches.

Donald's best friend, Susan Wick-
lund, enjoys picture-taking with him
and helps initially set up all the equip-
ment. As his nursing assistant, Susan
admits that she's learned a lot from Don
in the past seven years, and that they

sit

love to go out together with their came-
ras She now has her own impressive
portfolio. Together they have a busi-
ness. QUAD PHOTOG RA P H ICS. and
have done weddings, commercial work,
and portraits. They also document the
events for the Rhode laland State
Council of the Arts, and participate in
Very Special Arts Festivals.

In a typical week Donald teaches
photography at United Cerebra: Palsy
Center, prepares for exhibits and shows,
develops his color pictures in a com-
mercial lab, consults to Polaroid Cor-
poration's Project SN A P (Special Needs
Adapted Photography), and signs and
catalogues all his work. He's proud that
many of his images have won prizes and
are on tour. He's received recognition
from the National Committee, At ts for
the Handicapped, as well as local photo
contests.

It is an understatement to sa) that
Donald Levine is an inspiring character.
Dona'd admits that, "the whole idea of
photography is to teach somebody to
see," After a day with him, anyone will
see better.

Reprinted with permission from A
POSH IVF APPROACH May,',Iune
1988)
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Chapter 5

George Covington is a !eget' blind photographer, author, instructor, andattorney,
and is protect director of 1 he Tactile Capital, a project intended as the beginning of a
movement to make Washington, D.C. the most accessible capital city in the world.
The Tactile Capital includes raised-line and three-dimensional maps, and photo-
graphs intended for not only the blind and visually impaired visitor, but also for
children, those with learning disabilities of all ages and the mentally retarded. Coving-
ton has authored the hooks "Faces I've Seem "and "LET YOUR CA ME RA DO THE
SEEING: The World's First Photography Manual for the Legally Blind." A summary
of his comments and involvements are presented here by YAW staff writer and
photographer Mark Peterson Portions of Covington's "LET YOUR CAMERA DO
THE SEEING" are presented in the following chapter.

.,.,,...,.._
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Photographing to See:
George Covington

Edited by Mark Peterson

For legally blind photographer
George Covington the phrase "Other
people see to photograph; I photograph
to see" has become not jt.,t his trade-
mark, but a way of life which began just
as his vision was beginning to rapidly
deteriorate

His contact with photography led to
startling personal discoveries about his
disability, and his abilities. "It was star-
tling to realize I had stopped seeing the
faces of my friends and relatives," he
explained in a Washington Post inter-
view in 1984. "if I had not become
seriously interested in photography at
that point in my life, I would consider
myself blind today. As long as I can see
to photograph, 1'11 never be blind," He
has gone on to become a nationally
noted photographer -..nd advocate of
accessibility for the 1 isually impaired

The photography technique which
Covington teaches extends the sight of
the visually impaired by providing high-
contrast hiack and white photographs
The prints reduce a wide tonal range
and visually-confusing colors into a
sharp image with a great depth of focus.
A photograph may be used to control
light, size, and distance, and thus rt;In-
pensate for a particular sight problem.
It can be studied at length under light
conditions suitable for a particular
disability.

While promoting the benefits of pho-

tography himself, he also derides many
in photography for contributing to its
inaccessibility. "In photography, they're
always teaching you there's only one
way to do something, but there isn't.
There are dozens of ways," he said. "The
medium is incredibly forgiving it's not
necessary to build up this mystique

"It's a simple concept I don't know
why I was the first one in the world to
come up with it." And it is a concept for
which he sees a large audience

There are an estimated eleven million
Americans with a visual impairment
that cannot be significantly corrected.
Of this population, only ten percent are
legally blind and only one percent are
totally blind. Ninety percent of th
"legally blind" in the United States have
eyesight. Most are mobile without the
use of a cane or a guide dog. The defini-
tion of "legally blind" is a person whose
eyesight can be corrected no better than
20/200. Photography can be used to
increase accessibility to all but the totally
blind.

Covington was born legally blind,
with 20-400 vision in both eves. Begin-
ning about 15 years ago, his vision
rapidly detericrated until he had lost all
vision in his left eye and row sees with
less than ten percent of normal vision on
the edge of his right eye He could still
read, but only with the help of a 12-
power magnifying lens.
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its vision had reached the point
wnere he had stopped really seeing his
friends and relatives, but did not realize
the extent of his loss of vision and con-
tact with these people. His interest in
photography came about while helping
a girlfriend move about the countryside
doing landscape photography. Large,
high-contrast black and white prints
revealed details and information he had
not seen. "In some cases I did not even
recognize the scene I had looked at for
half an hour," he said.

Thus began a program of discovery
and rediscovery through pi.otography,
he wrote. "I discovered that old friends
had familiar faces, while new friends
sometimes did not look anything like 1
thought they did. At this point, the full
impact of photography hit me. I had
stopped seeing faces and begun to
imagine."

He crystallizes the extent of his dis-
covery with the oft-quoted quip about
his self-portraiture: "I expected to see a
young Robert Redford. Instead, I saw a
young Groucho Marx."

This new sense of inner vision came
rapidly, if not easily, to Covington.
Long accustomed to estimating distan-
ces, he quickly settled on a range-
focusing camera. A wide angle lens pro-
vides a great depth of clarity or focus.
I !sing an enlarger causes him the most
difficulty, but there he simplifed the
procedure by first focusing with a high
contrast negative and then substitutii.g
the negative he wants to print. A tape
recorder can substitute for a timer and
for written procedures.

While he cou! not see clearly what he
was taking, he could make prints and
evaluate them for exacting detail. He

"can't tell you how closely his photo-
graphi,-ally enhanced vision approxi-
mates reality because he's never seen
reality," but Covington can tell you this:
"I can gee a small blemish on a print that
I can't see on an actual face. What it
does is reduce confusing three dimen-
sional shapes and forms to small, two
dimensional representations. I can't get
more than a few inches of detail from
something as large as a painting."

Photographs allowed him to capture
gestures he "felt but never really saw,
moods he always sensed but couldn't
translate into facial gestures," he told
the Star in 1978. No image was or is
off-limits. No picture is wasted. It's not
unusual for him to discover things in a
photograph that he never saw when the
shutter snapped "blind luck," he calls
it but the sometimes unexpected
results do not detract from the serious
reasons for his photography.

"Even close friends of mine who are
photographers occasioially lose sight
of the fact that I photograph to see.
They often see more in my work than I
do. But 1 don't print pictures for art. I've
been called a visual primitive, and I
guess that's true," he said.

A friend and veteran photogrpaher,
Arnold Newman, dismisses any charges
that the element of chance detracts from
Covington's works by telling the Star.
"Great accidents always seem to happen
to great photographers.

"Why is it Goerge's work has so much
unity to it? This cannot be an accident.
I'm not saying he's the greatest photo-
grapher around. It's his ideas about
photography and his dedication to ideas
that count. His intelligence and under-
standing of photography they're just
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photographing to See George Covington

incredible. I've done this for 40 years,
and he's given me ideas I never thought
of," Newman said.

Covington, who has degrees in jour-
nalism and law through the University
of Texas at Austin, was teaching jour-
nalism courses at the University of West
Virginia when he lost all functioning
vision in his left eye within one month.
Soon afterward he opened a general
legal practice in Austin with the intent
of offering free photography courses to
the visually impaired.

He quickly decided he would rattle'
work full time helping the visual')
impaired but encountered a lack of
opportunities. His first assignment as
an instructor was teaching sighted stu-
dents. He moved to Washington D.C.,
were a conservative estimate put the
visually impaired population at 10,000.
There he found consulting and advo-
cacy work, but initially very little inter-
est in supporting a free photography
course for those with visual impair-
ments. It was the relatively small Glen
Echo Park program, operated by the
Park Service, which offered him a class
on his terms. About that time he was
also offered an advance for his first
book, entitled Faces I've Seen.

Since then Covington has gone on to
offer workshops sponsored by Polaroid
Corporation and a variety of museums
and institutions including Smithsonian
The workshops are designed to intro-
duce visually imnaired persons to pho-
tography as a tool for seeing not just
for seeing in museums but in the world
in general. Covington presents method'
for using photography to see everything
from works of art to architectural design,
from portraits of famous American faces
to faces of friends and neighbors. Par-
ticipants have the opportunity to exper-

ment with these techniques using Pola-
roid cameras and instant film, or their
own camera if they have one they wish
to use. The workshops have also included
presentations by blind photographer
Tina Martin and Polaroid special servi-
ces representative Susan Gagnon.

Martin, from Philadelphia, is totally
blind. She uses Polaroid cameras to
take pictures which she then has others
describe to her. This technique allows
her to form a much broader mental
image by gathering a variety of interpre-
tations, using other people's eyes to
interpret faces and scenes which they
may not have seen.

Now Covington is involved in the
highly ambitious "The Tactile Capital"
project as project director, again serving
to fill a need that many did not k now
existed until recently. The first phase of
the project was to produce three-dimen-
sional maps of major capital buildings
and monuments. This task came about
when a Congressman requested maps
for the visually impaired and it was dis-
covered none such existed. 1 he project
ilow also inlcudes photographs which
show details and perspective out ot
reach to partially sighted viewers. I he
project's goal is to make our nation's
capital the most accessible capita city
anywhere in the woiid.

"If we can make the Capitol Build ing
accessible we can make any place accts-
sible," he has said of the project to map
and interpret the labyrinthine structure.

Covington wants to cktend the use ot
cameras beyond therapy to the appreci-
ation of art and architecture, among
other things. He wants museums to
provide large photographs of architec-
tural details or expanses and large
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paintings which cannot be reached by
the handicapped or which cannot be
properly seen by those with visual
impairments.

fhe most important aspect of reduc-
ing a scene or object to a photograph, is
that it allows the visually impaired per-
son to have total control over viewing
by allowing the person to control both
detail and perspective.

A photograph allows a person with
diminished vision to view the scene or
object represented by the photogt ,:h in
the best light and at a distance from his
eyes that best compensates for his par-
ticular disability. While many require a
great deal of light for best results, others
might have a vision problem that requires
them to see the light coming through
from the back of the print

Also, a photograph allows a visually
impaired individual to see both detail
and perspective at the same time. If the
person were to try to move close enough
to an object to see detail, he would see
only a few inches in any direction. Thus
he would lose overall perspective. If he
were to back away far enough to have
an overall perspective, he would lose
detail.

While most historic sites and build-
ings have beer photographed countless
times, Covington said, the photographs
were shot to convey beauty more than
information. More attention was paid
to the esthetic of the photographer and
the scene than to conveying informa-
tion. Embracing Covington's techniques
would greatly assist the ninety percent
of the legally blind that have some sight,
and whose needs have until recently
been largely ignored.
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Chapter 6

This chapter is a partial reprinting tin,' permission of "LET YOUR CAMERA DO
THE. SEEING. The World's First Photography Manual for the Legally Blind," by
George A. Covington. edited by Anne Ford. Copyright 1981, published by National
Access ('enter. Washington, 1) C. The author found the necessity for the hook
demonstrated by a covrse in photography for individuals with low vision laugh! a!
Glen Echo National Art Park in the fall of 1978 The hook provides a thorough
introduction to photography and thoughtfully addresses many concerns of those
persons with visual impairments, and also is interesting reading for anyone involved in
teaching photography to beginners.

Of the information reprinted, the "Introduction" is presented in full and the "Camera
Functions" and "Sulnect Matter'. chapters are reprinted in part. The hook also
includes the following chapter headings which are not present( I here: A Brief History
of Photography, Emulsions; Processing Film Equipment: Processing Film: Tech-
niques: The Darkroom, The Printing Process: Possible Problems, Sources and
Bibliography.

This photography manual by Covington is available at no charge to the blind and
handicapped through the National Library Service: Divisom of Blind and Physically
Handu(idped, Library of ('ongress, Washington, 1) C.
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Let Your Camera Do The Seeing:
The World's First Photography Manual for thc Legally Blind

by
George A. Covington

Most people ,ee to photograph, I
photograph to see. I was born legally
blind with 20/400 vision in both eyes.
Because of a combination of astigma-
tism, nastagmus, ececentric fixation and
myopia (all acute) my eyesight was not
opt.cally correctable. Over the past 10
years, I have lost most of this vision due
to a retina degeneration problem. Pres-
ently, I function with less than ten per-
cent of normal vision on the periphery
of my right eye

Shortly after my present vision loss
began, I discovered that photography
allowed me to keep open this priceless
channel of perceptive communication.
It was startling to look at a self-portrait
and realize I had stopped seeing myself
in a mirror. It was equally startling to
realize I had stopped seeing the faces of
my friends and relatives. If I had not
become seriously interested in photo-
graphy at that point in my life, I would
today consider myself blind. As long as
I can photograph, I will never be blind

Photography allows me to see what I
otherwise could not see It is easy to
understand why a photograph, particu-
larly a black and white photograph, is
eas;er to see than is the scene it repres-
ents. A photograph is not reality, but
rather an abstraction of reality. Even
the most correctly developed photograph
is a high-contrast abstraction of the
object it represents. Thousands of colors,

shades, hues and textures, are reduced
to a few shades of gray, between black
ancl white. Confusing shapes and dic-
ta ices are reduced to two dimensions

The most important aspect of reduc-
ing any scene or object to a photograph,
is that it allows the visually impaired
person to have total ronti ol over what is
seen by allowing control of both detail
and perspective. There are two aspects
to the control of both detail and overall
perspective. First, a photograph allows
a person with diminished vision to view
the scene or object represented by the
photograph in the hest light and at a
distance from his eves that best com-
pensates for his particular visual
problem.

Secondly, the photograph allows a
visually impaired individual to sec both
detail and perspective at thc same time.
If a person tried to mov..! close enough
to an object to see detail, he would sec
only a few inches in any direction. Thus,
he would lose overall perspective. It he
hacked away far enough to have an
overall perspective, Ile would lose detail
without gaining perspective

This manual is intended t., he i start
ing pliwe. It is written to assist individu-
als who want to learn a simple approach
to photography. For each technique
described in this manual, you can find a
dozen photographer' who will swear
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they know a better way. I do not con-
tend that my methods are the best or the
only way. But they have worked for me
and they can work for you.

Many people with low vision may
read this manual and decide they do not
want to spend the money or spend the
time necessary. You may decide to do
your own film processing and have your
prints done commercially. You may
even decide to avoid all hassle and use
Polaroid cameras. While the instant
print is small, it has excellent resolution.
At best, this manual will help many with
impaired vision develop techniques that
will allow them to see their world better.
At the least, the manual will give a brief
overview of a process that has created
the most democratic art lorm in history

Camera Functions
The camera is nothing but a light-

tight box which is loaded with light-
sensitive film. It takes pictures by allow-
ing light to enter through the lens and
the shutter, thus exposing the film.

i here are two ways of controlling the
amount of light which falls on the film
The first way is the aperture or t stop
This is a measurement of the site of the
opening in !lie lens allowing meas l' able
amount of light to enter This is the
most important measurement for the
visually impaired photographer to
understand 1 he second way of control-
ling light is the shutter speed. That is,
the speed with which the shutter opens
and closes thus letting in light

Aperture or f Stop:
The lens barrel of your camera will be

marked in numbers such as 2 8, 3 5, 4,
5.6, etc. These figures denote the we of

the opening in the lens. What confuses
many people is that these numbers
actually represent tractions of a whole
number

The first time you look at your lens.
you may assume that f/2.8 is smalr
than 1/ 16 What you must remember is
that the 2.8 is actually 1/2.8 and that the
16 is 1/ 16. So you should understand
that the first number is approximately
I/ 3 of a whole number and the second
number is 1/ 16 of a whole number.
Each change in the 1 stop from v larger
opening such as f/ 4 to the next smallei
opening, f/ 5.6, act ually halves the
amount of light hitting the film. Con-
versely, going from 1/5.6, to the next
largest opening, f /4, doubles the amount
of light hitting the film. (The major
thing that a visually impaired person
must remember is that the f stop con-
trols the camera's depth of field,
explained later.

Shutter Speed:
Shutter speed is the amount of time

the shutter remains open. On the camera
this is translated Into numbers such as
I/ 30, 1/ 60, 1/ 125, etc These measure
fractions of a second. As the shutter is
changed 1 rom / 60 to If 125 of a second,
half the amount of light will hit the film.
Conversely, as the shutter is switched
from Ii 125 to 1/ 60, twice the amount ot
light will hit the film. On a sunny day,
you will need less light, so you will
probably want to use I / 125 or higher.
In indoor scenes, where the light is

dimmer, more fight will be needed, so
the camera should be set at 1/60.

Metering:
In order to know where to set the I

stop and shutter speed you will need an
accurate reading of the light. This read-
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ing is obtained by use of a meter

While most modern 35mm cameras
have internal metering, the metering
information is generally displayed in the
viewfinder and thus is invisible to many
individuals with low vision. An easy
remedy to this is a small hand-held
meter. It can be easily viewed with the
use of a small magnifier. These meters
can be purchased for as little as $20
although far more expensive ones are
available.

There are two types of metering
Incident metering measures the light fal-
ling directly on the subject. Reflected
metering measures light reflected from
the subject. Interna camera meters are
reflected meters. External hand-held
meters may be either one or both.
Because it is not always easy to approach
your subject in order to measure light
falling direct:, upon it (incident meter-
ing), reflected light readings are more
frequently the norm. Most hand-held
meters read a light angle of 30 degrees
which allows a great deal of room for
error if your subject is more than a few
feet away.

A simple method of guaranteeing an
accurate meter reading is to read an area
as close to you as possible and set your
controls according to this reading. An
example would be taking a light reading
of your hand and setting the controls of
the camera. This would givi you an
accurate exposure for a person with
similar skin tone who is standing across
the street. Remember however, if the
person is standing in shadow, meter
your hand in shadow and if the person is
standing in bright light, meter your
hand in bright light.

If you are metering a distant scene
such as a mountain range, try to locate a

shadow near you that appears as ,' as

the mountains in the distance Meter the
area near you and set your controls
accordingly Because each light meter
will have different properties, the best
guide to using your individual meter
will be your owner's manual.

Breakpoints:
Both in the area of shutter speed and I

stops, there are certain numbers you
must keep in mind. These numbers will
ensure your control over proper focus-
ing by controlling the shutter speed and
the aperture.

Shutter Speed:
White most conventional cameras go

from one second through 1/ 500 of a
second, the crucial number to remember
is I 125. Below 1/ 125, your shutter is
within range that will show motion as a
blurred image. In some instances, you
may want this effect so you will use the
slower shutter speeds of 1 /60 and below
If you are hand holding your camera,
you should use 1/30 and below only if
you can remain extremely rigid While
you can eventually master hand holding
the camera down to I , 15 in most
instances, it is best to try to shoot above
1/60, or else place the camera on a
tripod for stability Above I/ 125 your
camera will begin to f reeie the action it
sec A runner or bicyclist will he stopped
in midmotion and froien Because the
world the visually impaired is of ten
blurred, most individuals would proba-
bly prefer to crystalLte time and space.
'I his can be ensured by shooting most
situations at ; 125 and above H ow-
evei , the effects of the shutter speed (i e
showing motion or fieenng to, must
constantly be considered as they relate
to the more critical factor depth of
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is controlled through f

Aperture for Depth of Field
Control:

Depth of field simply means that zone
in front of and behind the subject which
will be in focus when the picture is
taken. As the lens aperture is closed
down (rnern!,er the larger three
numbers represent the smaller openings
of the lens), the depth of field increases
tremendous lv So with a smaii opening.
such as f; 16. more of the picture in front
of and behind the sobject will be in
focus.

While this depth of field increase is
true with any camera lens. 'ts effect is
increased when a w;de angle leis is used
A wide angle lens is defined as a lens
whose focal length is 40, 35, 28, 21 mm
or below Today the 40 mm and the 35
mm are considered moderate wide
angles. Most inexpensive non-interchange-
able !ens cameras will have a lens with a
local length between 40 mm and 35 mm

One of the most important properties
of the wide angle lens is its inherent
depth of field. When you combine the
inherent depth of field of the lens with
an aperture opening of f/ 5.6 or greater.
an educated guess about the distance to
your subject will probably put you in
the ballpark and ,.nsure a sharply focused
picture. Control of depth of field is

probably the single most important fac-
tor in allowing a person with low vision
to produce sharp images

While infinity (meaning that area of
greatest local distance) may be 50 feet
on the 50 mm (normal) lens it may be 10
to 15 feet on a 35 mm to 40 mm lens.

Thus a scene more than 10 feet away
may he shot by placing the wide angle
lens on infinity and disregarding further
focusing

Scale Focusing:
While the two most common focus-

ing systems are the reflex and the range
finder systems, by far the easiest for the
visually impaired to use is scale focus-
ing. Scale focusing simply means setting
the lens markings according to the dis-
tances marked in feet. meters or images
printed on the barrel of the k.is A small
hand-held magnifying device such as 6,
12 or 20 power. depending on your
vision, will allow an individual to dial
the correct distance on almost any lens.
As you can see from the discussion. a
wide angle lens will Alow you greater
leeway. while the depth of field may be
measured on the normal 50 mm lens in
inches, on a wide angle lens it can be
measured in feet

Alter you have worked with the same
lens and camera for a very short time,
i.e., a half dozen rolls of film, you will
begin to understand the properties of
the particular focal length of lens on
that camera

Fully Automatic Cameras:
Many manufacturers today have fully

automatic cameras. Supposedly. all you
need do is set the ASA (see chapter 3,
film) and the camera will not only set
the appropriate shutter speed and f
stop. but it will also focus itself for you.
While these cameras can do a good job,
they also take away from you most of
your ability to control the final image.
While some people may prefer to just
aim and shoot, others may want to be
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able to control the medium more
precisely.

Semi-Automatic Cameras:
The semi-automatic camera co,,-Ps in

two major varieties, aperture any
and shutter priority. For the visually
impaired, the aperture priority is by far
the easiest to control. Aperture priority
simply means that the individual sets
the f stop and the camera sets the shutter
speed. As control of depth of field is
paramount to the visually impaired, it is
better to have a g'od idea of what will
be in focus than to worry about the
shutter speed. Shutter priority cameras
allow the user to set the shutter speed
and the camera will select the necessary
aperture for proper exposure.

The problem is that the semi-automatic
cameras will always try to find a safe
speed between 1/ 125 and 1/ 250 of a
second. This spi ed will not always gua-
rantee that the aperture reading will
have sufficient depth of field to guaran-
tee a ballpark guess on scale focusing

Making Any Camera
Fully Automatic:

The problem with many "fully sigh-
ted" photographers is that they spend so
much time trying to focus their cameras,
they miss the picture they wanted to
take. I will explain how ti, avoid that
pitfall by prethinking, presetting, and
prefocusing the camera. It does not take
a great deal of imagination to under-
stand that most lighting situations will
allow you to set your camera on an f
stop of around f/8 and a shutter speed
of around 1/ 60. These numbers are not
etched into metal and can be changed,
but they are a general guideline. If you

Nei your camera on a distance of 6 feet,
nearly ever thing Irom 4 feet to infinity
will he in focus 1-1\ presetting your
camera, you can literally "aim and shoot"
much more quickly than a person who
has to visually locus Again, a few rolls
of film will show you the flexibility of
your camera Don't he alt aid to exper-
iment

Experiment and Learn:
Pick someone you: would like to photo-
graphy and place him or her in I ront of
tall shruhher or some othei reeogni/a-
hle background Stand lour feet I rom
your subject and set your camera on
I 2 X or I 3 5 at the appropriate shutter
speed Hine your I riend hold up two
lingers to indicate that voule using the
wide open I stop fake the picture and
reset your camera on 1, 5 6 and have
your friend hold up live fingers. Read-
just the shutter speed to allow for the
smaller I stop and take the picture.
Experiment with several f stops, distan-
ces and backgrounds with your friend
always giving a \ isual sign identifying
the I stop being used. When you view
the prints, von will literally see the
background change from a sharp scene
to a blur, depending on your I stop

A camera is nothing but a box that
holds film It should he controlled ahso-
lutel, by the person who holds it. It is
simply a tool (or a toy). I he little box is
not magic 1 he only magic occurs when
you decide to push the button II you
have the advantagi. of knowing a person
who can answer your questions on pho-
tography, remember that there is no
such thing as a stupid question; there
are only stupid answers Photography is
what the individual makes of it. You
will quickly discover that a few rolls of
film will make you more of an author ity
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than a person who has never processed
film. A few dozen rolls of hlm and you'll
be thinking about teaching your own
course

Subject Matter
Anything is lair game, While it has

become quite lashionable among many
photographers to define things they will
never shoot, sucl as kids and cats, no
subject matter should ever De cou:,dously
excluded unless you want to give up
seeing that object Because you are
shooting with a moderate wide angle
lens, there are a few limitations of tech-
nique, but you determine the limitation
of subject matter

Portraits:
One of the mai

rung photogr
to move in do

,iliern, v. h begin
dim cluctance
heel. said that it

It's not a good Ito icait, you were not
dose enough I have always said, it the
I.hicct is really ugly, you were too dose

With most non-interchangeable 35
mm lenses, three feet is the closest f oc us-

distance However, with a camera
stopped down to I lo of 122 and a
small strobe, you can easily move in to
two led distance will give you a
'ace ti,,!' almost tills the trams

While some people may want an
entironmental poi ti ait th t shows the
subjt :t al home in tne surround gs,

others may prefer a iomanticved lace
I ry to shoot both for you' self and your
trends You will quickly discover that it
you restrict your photography to just
your 'amity and triends, you will never
ran out of subject mattes

Children:
Photography allows you to photo-

graph children as they grow and change
and develop their own personalities. It
allows you to document a life in con-
stant change. There is not a best way to
photograph a child, however, iioseness
counts Generally, children who are
formally posed look as though they
have just returned from the taxidermist
I have long contended that any child
who can sit still long enough for a for-
mal pose has either been drugged, scared
out of his mind, or is running for public
office. While it is more difficult for the
photographer, it produces a much more
realistic picture if you allow the child to
be himself A child is energy in a small
box and can best be captured with your
camera present and ready to shoot.

Landscapes:
Even students with perfect eyesight

are amazed to discover detail in a scene
or building that they did not see when
they shot the picture. The vaiue of
snt iting architecture is both historic
and aesthetic A print will allow you to
study the facade of buildings without
appearing to be a window peeper. As
neighborhoods and entire cities change,
your photography may he the only way
to actually remember the past. You do
not hio,- to go to Afghanistan to shoot
interesting pictures, but can find them
by simply walking around the block
One thing to remember is that unless
you have a perspective control lens (a
lens designeJ for 35 mm use in arcnitee-
will shooting) the taller the building,
the mare distorted it will appear
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Animals:
When photographing animals, you

should have the same philosophy you
have as in photographing children. The
more an animal becomes accustomed to
you and your camera, the more natural
your ph.z...ne will become. Some anim-
als, like s,,me people, have an aversion

to the camera that never leaves. How-
ever, I have known some animals that
love to have a strobe I ired in their lace.
If after many rolls of film, you discover
there is no way you can please Aunt
Agnes with a portrait, try photograph-
ing her cat [his way you both might be
mentioned in her will
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Chapter 7

Vera Sealing:, consultant to Polaroid, is a professional photographer who holds a
master's degree in Art Therapy She is /ounler and director of Photo Projects, a
consulting firm which assists health care agencies and schools in the development of
client- centered pholograph+' and video programs for recreation, rehabilitation, and
education
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Project SNAP

(Special Needs Adapted Photography)
by Vera Scalingi

Project SNAP (Special Needs
Adapted Photography is a challenging
venture which originated several years
ago at the Polaroid Consumer Resource
Center in Cambridge, MA.. At that
time, there were an increasing number
of calls from individuals who were
mobility impaired. Unable to use came-
ras in the conventional manner, they
wanted to take photographs. They called
Polaroid seeking a solution to this
dilemma. Susan Gagnon, who was then
a Senior Customer Service Representa-
tive, had fielded many of these calls. She
saw this as an opportunity for Polaroid
to meet the needs of special consumers
and pioneered the project within the
corporation.

Although Project SNAP is still in its
research and development stage, its mis-
sion is clear. SNAP endeavors to make
Polaroid products and services accessi-
ble for persons with disabilities ?tia, to
assist the special needs community in
the use of Instant Photography as a the-
rapeutic and educational tool.

Under Project SN AP's umbrella,
Polaroid has undertaken the produc-
tion of two ath.ptive camera systems
One is a pistol grip camera which ena-
bles the user to hold the camera and
take a picture with just one hand. The
other is a wheelchair camera holder
which attaches to a wheelchair and
holds the camera at eye level in flont of
the user. Both these systems utilize

Polaroid Sun 660 cameras which have
been redesigned electronically to accom-
modate either a pistol grip or a tread
stA itch. The pistol grip system is availa-
ble on a limited basis. The wheelchair
camera holder is being tested before
final production; the date for availabil-
ity has not yet been established.

As Polaroid began to discuss its efforts
with rehabilitation professionals through-
out the country, the need for an Instant
Photog, phy activities book became
apparent. These conversations led to
the development of the SNAP Activities
Manual, a resource guide for profes-
sionals who work with special popula-
tions and for parents of special children.
Professionals from a cross section of
clinical disciplines, working in agencies
throughout the country, contributed a
rich selection of ideas. The manual is
currently b_ing edited and designed by
Vt. a Scaling', consultant to Polaroid,
and contains over 100 activity projects
illustrating how to use instant Photo-
graphy to develop corumunication skiils,
cognitive and perceptu; 1 abilities, A DI,
skills, self-awareness and self-expres-
sion. The activities stress client partici-
pation, interaction with the environ-
ment, and independent functioning.
Publication is scheduled for 1989.

The third major undertaking of Pro-
ject SNAP is the development of a
workshop series to acquaint the special
needs community with the various appli-
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cations of Instant Photography. To
date, numerous SNAP workshops have
been offered in the Northeast to persons
with special needs, to clinicians and sre-
cial educators, and to parents of special
children.

Additionally, Polaroid maintains a
TTD line for hearing impaired consu-
mers and close captions all of its advertise-
ments.

In issues of APA [A Positive
Approach] Susan Gagnon and I con-
tribute articles about adaptive photo-
graphic devices and equipment which
can make photogranhy more accessible,
persons with disabilities . 'Ito use pho-
tography in unusual ways, the SNAP

Manual, and pointers on improving
your photographs.

For further information about Pro-
ject SN A P, write to: Polaroid Corpora-
tion, Project SNAP, 784 Memorial
Drive, Cambridge, MA 02139-4688, or
call. 800-343-5000; TTD: 800-448-6708
or 800-848-7100 (in Massachusetts).

Susan Gagnon combines a back-
ground in Special Education with her
customer service expertise to serve as
National Coordinator for Project SNAP.
She is currently President of the New
England Society of Consumer Affairs
Professionals in Business.

(Reprinted with permission of thr:. author
and A POSITIVE APPROACH).
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Chapter 8
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Access to a Darkroom
by Mark Peterson

Recent advances have made 35mm
photography accessible to more people
than ever before, but darkroom access
has not kept pace with these rapid
advances.

Fewer stores are stocking darkroom
supplies because of limited demand,
they say, but it does not follow then that
darkroom photography should not he
taught in an educational setting or should
not he pursued as part of a hobby in
photography

It IN true that photographic purists
and professionals are being eclipsed IN
numbers by the explosion of 35mm
photographers brought on by the new
easy-to-use cameras. It IN also true that
cameras with r Inuitl exposure controls,
or eve 1 manual focusing, arc rapidly
dissappearmg

Consequently, a large percentage of
photographers now did not get their
introduction to photography thro igh a
course, and are not likely to get it .o the
darkroom on their own. It is not eco-
nomical for retailers to support the
learning cuive required for the dark-
room, and professionals do much to
maintain an unnecessary mystique about
the darkroom. Furthermore, educators
may balk at the greater physical equip-
ment requirements and additional sup-
port hours required teaching darkroom
processes versus teachi ig camera use

Nevertheless, darkroom photography
should he part of all but the most brief

introduction to photography. At the
very least it can help dispel the mystique
that what happens after you snap the
shutter is all techno-magic And cer-
tainly if darkroom access is part of the
educational curriculum in a mainstream
setting, it should not be and need not
be denied to persons with excep-
tional educational needs

Yet the darkroom does present many
ihvsical, chemical, and economical bar-
riers for the FEN person There is also a
need for special but simple safety con-
siderations The person with physical
disabilities faces barriers of height and
space in conventional darkrooms, but
many harriers, such as counter height,
are not insurmountable And while there
is a huge variety of high-cost alterna-
tives such as daylight enlargers and
mechanical print processors, there arc
also many inexpensive modifications
one can easily make with a can-do phi-
losophy and a few carpentry took

In terms of percentages, access to the
manual controls of darkroom process-
ing is in decline Just as one-hour pro-
cessing labs have proliferated, the
number of photographic retailers that
sell darkroom processing equipment has
declined.

It IN certainly possible to take great
pictures without practice in the dark-
room, and it surely is convenient to let
someone else do the developing, but it
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may not allow you to be the best photo-
grapher that is possible for you.

Let me mix in a metaphor and explain
my bias thus: Microwaves are great
timesavers. And without one I would do
a lot less cooking. But the cooking
happens so fast I have no time to sample
the food, to blend in seasoning, to coax
and correct as I go. When I microwave
exclusively for long periods of time, I
run the chance of forgetting just how
good my home cooking can taste. When
I do take the time to cook convention-
ally, I am far more satisfied, not just by
the re,ults, but by having gone through
the prates of cooking

And so it is in my view with the dark-
room A lot of potential satisfaction is
being missed by a lot of people. It's fine
for an individual to make a conscious
choice to forego the darkroom. But to
skip darkroom processes in a series of
photographic classes is denying many
photographers the opportunity of find-
ing out just how great their photo-
graphy can he They are missing part of
the process.

Even a brief introduction to the dark-
room can greatly enhance an under-
standing of how the photographic image
is made It can teach the use of light and
color more fully. Not only does dark-
loom work teach more ...ny things
turn out, it also permits correcting the
things that didn't. Dodging and burning
are techniques that can lighten a face,
darken a sky, or correct a blemish Con-
trast can be controlled. Plus you have
ti.c choice of black and white or color
This chapter will, however, deal mainly
with black and white due to the text
limitations and the prevalence of black
and white as an introductory medium

Few labs these days will profess to
having good Hack and white process-
ing. Most du not offer 'custom' services
such as dodging and burning. Even
fewer will try to teach you where you
went wrong on the images from the last
roll of film

Part of the reason for diminishing
access to darkroom photography is
reduce d demand, but part of it also is
the fear resulting from the mystique
perpetuated by many photographers.

For each of the multitude of films
ZIN Ztilahle, there is a permutation of
chemical processes available Do you
pioecss your Plus -X in D-769 Rodino19
Bram+ X'' What', your dilution rate.' Do
%oil underexpose the negatives and over-
epow on the processing, or 1, it the
other way around.' I here was (or is)
e\ en a danger of Plus-X disappearing in
the wave of the new more technically
demanding T-Max films, hut a counter-
re% olt b darkroom enthusiasts seems
to have forestalled this

At the very base of all this brouhaha
is the fact that processing old standbys
like Plus-X requires only two chemicals

developer and fixer and the manu-
facturer's recommendations do just fine.
Photographic papers likewise need only
developer and fixer. All the other chem-
istry consists of fine-tuners, time-savers,
and money- savers. And you will proba-
bly use some of these aE you get more
comfortable in the darkroom.

As enlargers go up in price, they
increase in stability and in the ability to
accept negatives larger than 35mm; a
higher priced enlarger does not propor-
tionally provide higher-quality prints.
The key is in the enlarger lens. A $50
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lens will do a pretty good job, but if
there's one area where you'll want to
spend more, this is it.

Aside from the enlarger which can
be bypassed for contact printing, phot-
ograms, and other direct-to-paper tech-
niques and perhaps a film developing
tank, all the other truly necessary equip-
ment consists of a variety of items in the
under $20 range for which you can even
substitute lower cost alternatives from a
mass discount store. Dish pans, gradu-
ated juice containers, and the like are
low cost although perhaps not long-
lasting. In any case, make sure you
clearly and permanently label all equip-
ment used for photographic purposes.

Now let's look at some specifics, start-
ing with the room itself and then pro-
ceeding to the enlarger, other equip-
ment, procedures, tray-processing, and
finally some important chemical safety
considerations.

I would hazard to guess that most
people with their own darkroom wish it
were better designed and equipped. They
also probably have many great ideas for
modifications that resulted from their
first attempt. The first modijcation is

probably more space, second is more
comforts (like a stereo), and better
equipment comes in third. I have instal-
led four darkrooms in apartments so
far, and have worked in a half-dozen or
so others. Space versus exclusive use is
usually the vimary consideration: over-
all convenience sometimes gets lost in
the shuffle.

Two places may need to be dark the
enlarger location and the processing
location. I say 'may' because self-
enclosed enlargers are available and

because color prints are usually pro-
cesed in a light-tight drum. If it's the
only workable way, the two locations
can be separate Running water is not a
necessity in the darkroom

Assuming the enlarger is not
contained, let's consider just a few alter-
natives, including a whole room, a closet,
the bathroom, and a constructed box

self-

The most workable situation is quite
often a whole room of whatever sire It
requires the least carpentry expertise
and cost. It also provides plenty of space
to move around in. The concerns become
light-blocking windows and doorways
rather than construction. Temporary
alternatives are lightweight and low
cost. Masking tape is inexpensive and
does not leave a residue with temporary
use. Duct tape darkens more and is
more permanent. If the room is large
enough, light-blocking does not have to
be total: a combination of light diffu-
sion and the amount of time the photo-
graphic paper is exposed to room light
may create a workable classroom situa-
tion If you can see your hand in less
than a minute %, th the lights off, you
probably need to darken some more
light opetyngs

Windows can be blocked by styro-
loam or wooden panels, or by dirk
cloth White styroloam is cheapest, but
will crumble somewhat with handling
and may transmit some light I he blue
or pink insulating styroloam is densci
and [rime permanent Black telt is a pos-
sibility', but there is also a fairly low-cost
rubberued canvas available through
larger mail -order outlets which is
extremely workable One layer com-
pletely blocks light It can be sewed,
glued, taped or stapled It the material is
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dense enough to not allow light to pass
through, you only need worry about the
edges where the hoard or cloth meets
the window.

For quick t.:mporary use, consider
using inexpensive black construction
plastic with 2" masking tape as a tem-
po' ary device (or duct tape more per-
manently). Another alternative is to cut
pieces of styrofoam: for one-time use
the white beaded board, or better the
pink or blue type that's used for exterior
insulation because it lasts longer. Then
using adhesive-backed foam tape pit a
seal around the outside o. the panel to
make it seal better around the window.
For cutting the styrofoam, a table saw,
saber saw, or even a long, slender-
bl-ided freezer knife will work. Try per-
haps a half-inch adhesive foam edging
on the outside, it may seal the window
very nicely with no other holding devices.

One semi-permanent window project,
for a bathroom, involved a cloth 'cap' to
fit around the window frame. A thin
strip of black Velcro (TM) was stapled
inconspicuously to the outside edge of
the window molding. A one-inch 'corner'
was sewn into the rubberized cloth, and
the mate to the Velcro strip was sewn
around the edges of the cloth. The win-
dow could be darkened almost totally in
less than a minute without tape or extra
hardware. Another semi-permanent
panel involved a plywood panel with
foam weatherstripping around the edges.
Four small holes vIr,; drilled into the
window frame so that wire pins placed
in the holes would hold the panel tightly
against the window

Doors may also be darkened with a
combination of black plastic and tape.
But do not seal the door shut so that it
cannot be opened immediately in an

emergency. Sometimes foam weather-
stripping between the door and frame is
all that's needed. Or perhaps a combina-
tion of an overlapping stiff black edging
on the opening edge of the door and a
strip of cloth or plastic taped to the
hinged edge of the door will work.
Another approach is to work on the
outside of the door that opens into your
darkroom. Tape or otherwise fasten a
dark curtain to the outside of the door-
way and it may block the light enough
by making it travel around too many
corners.

A small red bulb is a sufficient safe-
light for beginning black and white pro-
cessing. Try a 71/2 watt red photo bulb or
a I 5-watt red bitlb from a hardware
store if the room is sufficiently large.
Put either in any inexpensive flexible
!amp such as the gooseneck or drafting
type.

For power use a multi-outlet over-
load-protected power box on a grounded
extension cord. Screw it right onto the
makeshift darkroom counter or porta-
ble enlarger stand. Where there is any
chance of a liquid spill coming into con-
tact with electronics, wire a Ground
Fault lnterruptor (GFI) to your enlarger
location. A G F1's inexpensive (perhaps
under $10) and may be required by local
electrical code.

Make sure your timer displays and
processing instructions are plenty large.
Or, perhaps, consider the solution pro-
posed by George Covington in his book
LET YOUR CAMERA DO THE SEE-
/NG and combine the timing and the
instructions on an audio tape. The tape
recorder is a simple and economical
solution, and most homes or schools
already have access to one.
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If the darkroom is in a small room or
a permanent installation, vent,Ilation is
an important consideration. P.nt-up
chemical fumes, especially some color
chemistry fumes, pose a health hazard.
A small light-tight room is also going to
be fume-tight. Light-tight louvers start
at under $10 and blowers start at under
$40 from at least one major photogra-
phic warehouse

The major problems that I've encoun-
tered in converting a whole room into a
darkroom are conflict of uses and dust.
With a little forethought the actual
blackening-out doesn't take that long,
but you'll want to reverse your efforts
right after you're done. If the room is a
bathroom or classroom, it's nice to have
your windows back when you're done
A workroom may not always be ready
or tidy enough for conversion Dust is
present everywhere, but the smaller the
space and the less traffic and ventilla-
tion, the easier it is to control. It's possi-
ble to ignore slightly speckled prints for
introductory work, but it's also true that
it's my pet peeve and most constant bat-
tle for more serious work. The question
is how far and how able are you willing
to go to combat it? Ionizers work pretty
slick, but start at several hundred dol-
lars. Thorough and regular cleaning
helps, but a vacuum cleaner can stir up
more print-spotting dust than it elimi-
nates. A damp rag fights this battle
better.

A separate room or a box constructed
within a room allows the most ready
access and best avoids dust problems.
Quarter-inch plywood, masonite, or
panelling panels on frames of 2x2's
which bolt together has worked quite
well for me, and one construction sur-
vived several moves until I got a place

with a small room that I could dedicate
to my darkroom The most notable
concession I had to make for my
'boxed-in'darkroom is that my very tall
enlarger would not fit at a standard
counter height, so I had to sit on a stool.

Positioning the enlarger will he an
important consideration in allowing
access to persons in wheelchairs. The
most workable solution is to get it off of
a fixed countertop Besides, it more
portable that way In the home most
bathrooms will not accommodate an
enlarger as a permanent fixture, and in
temporary setups it's nice to have some-
thing that rolls or can at least he set out
of the way and off the floor (a dust
hangout)

An enlarger could be put on a draft-
ing table with c-clamps so the entire top
of the table could be tilted somewhat to
make it more accessible. Then drop the
table down low enough that the wheel-
chair arms will just go underneath it
Possibly have a paper safe taped right
on the side of the table to hold the
paper, and put some sort of rubberized
or plastic pad under the easel to help
stabilue it

Another option, using a 4x4 sheet of
`/x" or 'AI exterior plywood, IN to do a
semi-circular cutout on one side and
round with an arc the outside edges, like
a big kidney bean. Do cutouts for trays
in a semi-circular arrangement, from
the center sweeping over to the right,
and put an enlarger or a contact-printing
box on the left You can set this entire
unit down on the floor on stacking plas-
tic crate-type boxes The boxes can have
a couple bricks put in them for weight
The idea is that this table can be put at
the appropriate height so that a person
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can be developed and fixed in the por-
table darkro 1 and then be earned
(watch out ips) to a sink. Or you
can instead t portable v ter holding
tank and waste pail.

A six-foot length of formica counter
with cutouts put right into the counter-
top could hold four trays, the trays
themselves being standard photographic
trays and a plastic dish pan set into the
end for a wash tray. Masking or duct
tape used around the edge of the trays
could provide a seal. Some folding 2x4
lumber legs could support it with some
hinges and a stabilizing crossbar, but so
a wheelchair can get under the whole
device.Friend assists Danny with operation of

a timer.

that does not need to stay in a wheel-
chair could just kneel on the floor and
within aim's reach do everthing that
was needed for printing. Or for pei-sor,
who has to work in a wheelchair a
could be set on a tabletop at whatever
height is necessary. The outside edges
could be built up, then, with a piece of
lumber to stabilize it, perhaps a I x4 or
2x4. The plywood top could have kii.ts
on it for whatever height it's needed,
and could he water-sealed with a couple
coats of polyurethane varnish. The same
idea can he used with the trays. Devel-
oping trays could be dropped into cut-
outs in the plywood top

Ti ay-processing of photographic
paper also needs a light-tight area
Rooms with plumbing bathrooms,
kitchens, art rooms, or whatever cer-
tainly are more convenient, but plumb-
ing is not an absolute necessity The
final prints do need to be rinsed in run-
ning water or be put through several
changes of water, but this wi.'er nose
does not require darkness 1 he prints

A large sized drafting table could
haw doles cut into the surface, have
trays dropped right into the top of it,
and be converted into a personal one
wheelchair-sized darkroom. A possibil-
ity might be on that particular table use
c-clamps and plywood or masonite to
build an extension for a little additional
space This extension could also pro-
vide a kind of a drip rail if it included
wooden trim such as quarter-round
along the edges of the extension top
Clear caulk would seal the seam between
the top and the trim.

Trays and containers are the easiest
area in which to save some money Solt
plastics such as most dish pans will
eventually become stained by the pho-
tographic chemicals. but they're cheap

if the advntuic into photography
includes work in a photographic dark-
room, he it a school or professional lab
or In an improvised lab ui a home set-
ting, it is important that the photo-
grapher or person working with a young
photographer be aware of certain health
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Pholugrani by Danny, age 14. (CP, non-verbal and quadriplegic.)

Access to a Darkroom

and safety considerations. While most
photographic products in common use
are perfectly safe and harmless when
used as directed, some persons who
have exceptional education needs may
have a combination of physical condi-
tions that make them particularly sus-
ceptible and much more sensitive thana

the average person to certain chemicals
A person with asthma, certain allergies,
or extra-sensitive skin, should cei Lindy
he protected I rom the line dust or chem-
ical particles that may he stii led up as
dry chemicals are mixed with water tot
use in the photo lab. Additionalls, most
of the chemicals, while haraless in eon-
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tact with the hands, could indeed cause
pi °Hems if accidentally taken internally
while being splashed into the mouth or
eyes. Photographic stop baths for
example, are a mild acetic acid solution
(vinegar) and would be an eye irritant. I
would suggest that a person with limited
line or gross motor coordination (spas-
tic or athetoid CP would be good
examples) use certain appropriate body
protection measures when working in a
darkroom. A protective apron or smock
would protect against accidental spills
A pair of inexpensive plastic wrap-
around type safety glasses will protect
the eyes Further information can be
found in the darkroom chapter of this
hook.

For persons involved in black and
white or color darkroom photography,
I strongly recommend they become
familiar with a portion of a paper avail-
able through the ('enter for Hazards,
which has a fine section that addresses
particular sensitivities to certain mate-
rials for persons who have selected dis-
abilities. Two 'additional publications
which should be in the library of any
photography teacher, and certainly
would be worthwhile reading, should be
available through the local public libra-
ry,high school or college university
library through an interloan program.
They are "Overexposure" and "Safe
Pr m;res A brief description of these
2othie nay be found m the bibli-
ography seecion and the appendix to
this guide.

In many ways the darkroom half of
photography is more difficult or effort-
consuming than the shutter-snapping
end But the decision to get involved in
the darkroom is yours to make. If you

art to he persuaded further, there are
a great variety of books by master pho-
\k

tographers and authors, perhaps begin-
ning with Ansel Adams. If you want to
le rn more about the darkroom ptoce-
dures, there are also a great variety of
hooks in most library card catalogs or
even still on some retail bool.shelves.
There is even a -.piety of books on
building a darkroom on a budget,
although most of them I have seen deal
primarily with permanent installations.

But if you have avoided the dark-
room mostly on the grounds of access.
let's review some arguments which have
been posed and answered indirectly
throughout this text.

It's easier just to skip the darkroom
part. True. it's easier, but not bettel
The darkroom is half the photographic
process, and to forego it is to give up
half your control over the print. Gone
are dodging, burning, and all of the
other corrective controls. Not to men-
tion all the artistic possibilities of the
darkroom

1 just want to learn the camera.
Film and prints are not magic. Jumping

om shutter -snapping to finished prints
takes a great leap of logic. An introduc-
tion to the darkroom at least illustrates
some of the principles of light, expo-
sure, and contrast

We don't have a darkroom. You
may have trouble getting permission to
use someone else's darkroom, but a tra-
ditional darkroom is not nc 'ssary. Try
foi a darken, ,f room on a te.. 7 try
basis and the possibilities are nearly
endless. The modifications are cicock
and inexpensive.

1 here's too much chemical confu-
sion. For introductory purposes the
paper needs only two chemicals, devel-
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oper and fixer. Any two from the same
manufacturer will work fine with their
attached instructions

Tne enlarger's not accessible. Get
it off the counte-. Put it on wheels. Put it
nn an adjustable drafting table. Put tt
on the floor. The first step is positive
thinking.

can't afford an enlarger yet
Consider c.her ways to genet ,te light to
the paper. There are photograms made
from an ordinary utility flood lids( with
a small bulb ($5 or less total). There are
pinhole and box camera constructions
using paper instead of film. There is
contact printing of negatives. You can
even contact print from paper negatives
and photograms. All will begin to teach
the photographic principle:, of light and
open up artistic possibilities.

It all costs too much in a classroom
situation. Th 'nlarger aside, the rest
is cheap. Many ..sings may already be
available. And ap,,roached from
ground -tern view, it's not that different
from investing in paint, brushes, and
p per.

The chemical. are dangerous No
As with many supplies in the art room,
the key is the phrase when used as
directed [he common photographic
chemicals are sate and harmless, but

Jed mourif s his photo for an exhibition

supervision is required for their proper
LI.,C

The datkrootn should he part ()I a, v
serious introduction to photographs
And certainly in those situations where
it is part of the mainstream educational
curriculum, there is no good reason
either physical or economical why
access should be denied to those per on
with exceptional educational needs
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Special Applications of Photography:

.....1
Skills Development

by Vera Scaling'

This article addresses the applica-
tion of photography as a therapeutic
and learning tool. It focuses on the use
of this medium for the acquisition of
independent living skills, the develop-
ment of perceptual and cognitive abili-
ties and the enhancement of self-aware-
ness, and self-expression, and sell-
esteem.

There are numerous reasons why
photography is a powerful catalyst when
integrated into the rehabilitation and
education of special needs persons

photography LI a mainstreaming
activity. Billions of photographs are
taken each year h-, mullions of people.
Current state of the art automated equip-
ment is affordable and simple to use,
enabling successful mastery of a highly
respected and popular skill. This com-
petence coupled with acknowledgement
from others can help to build a healthy
sense of self-esteem

A photograph documents reality, with
exquisite detail. In creating a record of
what's so, it provides a convincing real-
ity check.

Photography is a bridge between one's
internal :Tid external life, it provides
clients with a means for self-expression
and clinicians with a window through
which to understand an individual's
unique perceptions.

Photography not onlycapitahres upon
one'', visi..al abilities, but also helps to
create a partnership between right brain
and left brain Iur.otioning.

It is personal Individuals can take
photographs of objects, people and pla-
ces that have personal relevance for
them Integrating these photographs
into the rehabilitation experience ena-
bles one to create perso nahred learning
tools

Photography is active Individuals
can seek out and record information,
organise it and shape the learning pro-
cess to meet their individual needs

It is a multisensory apnroach Mak-
ing a photograph involves the kines-
thetic as well as the visual sense. Activi-
ties which involve various sensory chan-
nels generally provide a more effect':
learning experience

Photography is fun Learning occurs
more readily when there is an element of
enjoyment accompanying the rehabili-
tation experience,

Photography produces a tangible and
versatile end product Photographs car
be duplicated, passed around, sent
throorh the mail, carried in wallet ,, col-
!aged, colored upon, cut-up, hurw-up
and pasted down!
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Keeping these points in mind, let's
consider specific ways in which photo-
graphy can be applied to enhance skills
des cloprn,:nt.

Recognition and identification of one's
ow n ph steal image as distinct from, vet
sharing similarities with, other's are
basic skills. Photograph an Ind Is id oat

om front and back, and document
one's s alums body parts, feet, hands,
etc Using these pictures in exercise
which require the naming and locating
of physical aspects of one's sell can
enhance sell identification, body lot:all-
/anon, and body abstraction

Photographs can he used as a means
to exploic and orient oneself in three
dimensional. Photograph objects which
illustrate relationships such as below
above, in front behind, to the tight
left, and use them as a reference

They can help to enhance one's under-
standing of time For instance, illustrate
"Daily Adis it Schedules" wilt photo-
graphs and times of the sm. , groups
I his set s es as a visual reminder of the
dens Ines that are taking place, as well as
when then are occurring

Methods for integrating photography
into pet eeptual skills development seem
endless. for example, analyie photo-
graphs for isual contact, differentiate
objects in foreground limn background,
match pictures of objects with real
objects, and photog, aph objects that
has e basic shapes Photograph and
sequence the various steps of an actis-
th, use this pictorial record to enhance
the attainment of skills such as progres-
sive gait training, cooking, personal
cleanliness, and travel training just to
name a few. Copy a photograph onto a

larger sheet of paper: this pros ides prac-
tice in eye-hand coordination as well as
color and shape recognition

Pictures play an important role in
lax guage development. They can he
used to enhance both receptive and
express's:: language ahnities For in-
stance, take photographs objects and
use them as flash c rds to develop
-vocabulary and facilitate articulation of
letter sounds

Photographs can he tisscl to enhance
one', understanding of the parts of
speech and sentence structure 1 hey can
provide a stimulus for both discussion
and writing

Photographs can facilitate concept
attainment They provide bits of infor-
mation upon which to build under-
standing from simple concrete logic to
complex forms of thinking; for exam-
ple, they a help one learn how to
respond appiopriately when approach-
ing a stop sign. Take photographs to
illustrate and discuss all aspects for thi
situation from the simple perception of
the color and shape of the stop sign to
more complex issues of personal safety
and traffic flow patterns.

Photographs is a natural partner of
social "beingness It pros ides oppor-
mimics lot social contact with people
and the environment and an impetus to
venture out into the world and engage
()diet Photogiaphing a series of images
%1 halt represent an aspect of oneself can
he a Ithy was to express feelings,
imagination, and creativity Photo-

aohs of one's own image can provide
an excellent opportunity for self eon-
rontation which can lead to sell aware-
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ness and realistic goal setting Pictures
can document our participation in life,
snapshots of f Fiends, family, and places
can provide one with a sense of belong-
ing. As they bulge within .photo albums
and burst I rom shoe boxes, they call out
to us as a reminder that we have partici-
pated in life and shared in the uniYersal
language of photography

Hopefully the suggestions in this arti-
cle will Npaik an interest in this modality

and trigger your imagination For more
information on prolessuma! training
workshops demonstrating the special
,ipplications of photographs and to
sham in fights and new information,
A rite to the author at Photo Pi oieets, 40
West 56 Sheet, Ness York, NY 10019.

( Reprinted with per nh,sion I rom A
POSI F IVI APPROACH maga/Inc
y of 3, no 5. 1)8Sf

r.

Drawing by
Paul Campbell

"Use a photography
as a stimulus
for a drawing"
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Appendix A

List of Resources

A Facilitator Guide. Outdc or Education for the Ildicapped
Kentucky Univ., Lexington
Mai 1983 271p.; Office of Special Education and Rehabilitative Set vices (FD
W.,hington, 1) C., Div of Innovation and Development

The concept and purpose of this facilitator gu.cie is to provide th.! .hree facilitator
groups of educators, park and resource management personnel, and parents of
h, ndicapped children with information on how to cooperatively design and imple-
ment an outdoc education program for handicapped students. Chapter 6 (contrib-
uted by Katie Ahern MeGuinne.; and Terry D'Eugenio) focuses on accessibility,
offering design guidelines and techniques foi considering uses needs (behavioral
mapping, photography, role playing, bubble diagrams, sense scales, and model-
making)

A Positive Approach
A magivine for the "physically challenged," which includes a -,olumn on photography.
For example. the May/June 1987 column by Ho Fix discusses shutter release modifi-
cations, automated cameras, and camera support devices

A Positive Approach Magit/inc
1010 Malone Street
Municipal Airport
Mills ills, NJ 08332
(609) 327-4040

The Able Disabled Some Use Insight More Than Sight
1985

F Fox
Mont age
Eastman Kodak Compam
Educational Markets Services
343 State St:Pet
Rochester, Nv 14650
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A Resource Guide in the Visual Arts for Youth with Exceptional
Educational Needs
A book which provides a comprehensive listing of selected current programs, audio-
visual materials, and printed resources All materials have been veri'ied wherever
possible and inc.lude availability information, addresses, arts categories, listing of
Exceptional Educational Needs (EFN) discussed, and an annotated description
Printed materials are provided in alpahbetical order and also in F FN cross-referenced
listings.

1988

Charles Peterson, Pi oject Director
Young Artist Workshops
St. Norbert College
De Pere, WI 54115-2099

An Arts Activities Approach: Counseling the Gifted,
Creative and Talented
The visual arts can he employed as a counseling
talented students. Color, image proportion, subject
facilitate assessment and guidance Craft, drawing,
design, and sculpture activities i,hich could help in

Adele Kenny
Gifted Child Today
vI0, n3; 1987; pp. 33-37
Rox 6448
Mobile, Al. 36660

%chicle for gifted, creative, and
matter, and texture in student art
painting, photography, printing,
this pre briefly described

Art Activities for the Handicapped
Laurie, Frank, Comp
Illinois State Board of Education, Springf 1980 207 p

Intended for professionals interested in incorporating arts activities into theeiuca-
tional programs for disabled students Mole than 100 activities cover the areas of art.
creative dramatics, creative movement, music, photography. and puppetry
Outlined for each activity objectives, needed material', procedures. appropriate age
level, and handicap population.
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Center for Occupational tho.areis
Source for documents including"Cnild ren's Art Supplies Can Be Toxic." An excellent
tew:her resource that also addresses "high risk children" (disabled) and applies to
adults as well. There are many implications for darkroom photography

5 Beekman Street
Ne.v York, NY 10038

The Darkroom Builder's Handbook
How to set up a fully operational black and white darkroom in the space of a closet
without investing a bundle Discusses concerns of water, space, light, and ventilation
Total cost of such a darkroom, if outfitted with good, inexpensive beginner's equip-
ment, could he kept under $150, excluding the cost of chemicals

Carl Hausman
TAB Books

Explorations of Environment, Reality and Art:
One Blind Man's Photography

1985

Journal of Visual Impairment and Mildness
dp 259-61

Jeff Famam
A photo,uapher who rs quadriplegic and 01 ten go,c, speeches to prolessional groups
His topic is "Issues of Adaptie l'hotog,aphv A I unetional Approach

3035 II umbolt Avenue S
Minneapolis, MN 55408
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Instant Pictures Help Mentally Handicapped Develop Independent
Living Skills
While it is difficult to provide mentally retarded students with concrete learning
opportunities solely by word of mouth or through print, the Rochester School of the
Holy Childhooe has found the camera and instant photography extremely u,!ful In
pros :ding a creative and flexible opportunity for assessing and developing an I idivid-
ualized program. For example, pictures are used to show students the sequentialsteps
involved in the preparation of a meal from washing hands to cleaning utensils

1980

K. Finnegan and J Decker
Montage
Eastman Kodak Company
Educational Mai kets Services
343 State Street
Rochester, NY 14650

Instant Projects
A Handbook of Demonstrations and Assignments for Photography ('lasses

Thorough documentation of instant photography technical information (including
35mm and 4x5), and doiens of assignments and demonstrations for educators CIrr,
room tested projects covering a wide Nariety of skill and Interest levels. Not specifically
for special populations, but an extensive source of ideas for educators

Robert Bake, and Harbin-I Lot, .,1i

Edited by Henry Horenstein
Polaroid Corporation
784 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139-4688

The Learning Disabled as a Creative Individual
Ross, Samuel B., Jr.
Green Chimneys School, Brewster, NY Feb 1982 8 p

To carry out a good visual literacy program it is necessary to have many kinds et arts
and crafts materials, a supply of newspapers and magazines in a learning resourLe
center, cameras and darkroom equipment, typewriters, and tape recorders
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Let Your Camera Do the Seeing:
The World's First Photography Manual for the Legally Blind

Born legally blind, George Covington uses photography to see what he otherwise
could not The manual discusses photography \ ability to reduce confusing shapes and
distances to two dimensions and only a few shades; photography also allows a visually
impaired individual to see both detail and perspective at the same time. Chapters
Include camera junctions, printing processes, possible pi oblems and subject matter.

George Covington
Edited by Anne Ford
Published by George Covington
2130 P Street, N W. #906
Washington, DC 20037

The Modification of Educational Equipment and Curriculum for
Maximum Utilization by Physically Disabled Persons; Curriculum
and Instructional Techniques for Physically Disabled Students.
HRIman Resources Study Number 12
Nerririch, Samuel P ; Vell men, Ruth A
Human Resources Center, Albertson, NY 1969 86p

Designed to suggest solutions to problems of curricula and instructional techniques
for physic11y ditiabled children, the text considers the nature of the child and discusses
aspects if curritAlum and methods Photography is discussed A summary and
implicat ons 1,r suture curricular changes are presented

Overexposure: Health Hazards in Photography
An essential re I crew( e for any photographer or teacher of photography Very compre-
hensive. treatmeo. 11 all types of hazards and special discussion of hazards related to
c),perimental non-silver photo processes A real eye-opener for the most experienced
photographer as well as the novice

1983

Susan Shaw
I he 1-1 lends of Photography
P 0 Box 500
Car mel, CA 93921
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Photo Explorations Kit
A set of 102 interesting and challenging assignments that will help you motivate your
students to master the concepts, tools, and techniques of photography.

Jack Biedermann
Eastman Kodak Company
Dept. 841
Rochester, NY 14650

Photography: Simple Truths
A Workbook for Teachers and Students

A guide for teachers in setting up a photo pi ogram Sduplc explanations of technical
processes, Outlines assignments that are intended to stimulate creti ity I fists mate-
rials and resources.

Philip Krejcarek
Carroll College
Waukesha, Wisconsin
(414) 547-9691

Recognizing Special Talents in learning DisaMM Studoits
Baum, Susan, Kirschenbaum, Robert

_Teaching Exceptional Children, v16, n2 p92-98 Win 1984

Approaches to working with learning disabled students who are also gifted, talented,
or creative are illustrated in the example of a secondary student with special abilities in
photography Several of his photographs and accompanying narratives are included

Safe Frae,ice in the Arts & Crafts: A Studio Guide
A comprehensive guide for the studio artist and art teacher in college studios but
applies as well to the typical high school art program. Discusses biological, chemical,
physical and ergonomic stressors, hody defenses, OSHA recommendations and pro-
vides lists of poison control centers, sources of protective respiratory de \ ices, and
extensive lists of specific references

A studio guide section devotes several pages to specif ic haiaids rn cal Ii of more than
dozen specific studio areas ircluding photography

1978
Published by the College Art Association of America
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SNAP:
Special Needs Adapted Photography

Project documentation and support services. Polaroid Still 660 autotocus specially
modifier: cameras with tread switch or pistol grip. Activity manual I or professionals
working with special populations Co-sponsor of workshops and in-services.

Susan L. Gagnon
Polaroid Customer Services
784 Memorial Drive
Cambridge, MA 02139 688
800-225-1384

SNAP Activities Manual
A workbook ()I instant photography aetiv 'ties for special populations Sample plans
by professionals toi piotessionals Manual is currently in a testing and rese rch phase.
Vera Scaling', a bred .nee photographer. is a consultant to Polio oid Customer Service
Lnd is the founder and &lector of Photo Projects, a consulting firm which assists
health case agencies with the development ol client - centered photography and video
programs for tehahilitation, let:it:atm'', and education

Vera Scalingi
dam, SNAP Manual

40 W 56th Stir.'
New York, NY 10019

Star Power: Providing for the Gifted and Talented.
Gifted/Talented Students Among the Disabled (handicapped).
Alcxandei, Nancy
Education Service Centel Region 13, Austin, 1 exas 1977 5Ip

1 he document presents Module 7. gif ted talented students among the disabled, of the
Sun Powei modules developed lot school personnel who have an interest in or a need
to explore the area of gilled and talented education The goals of this module are to

positive contnhu: ions which gifted, talented students who ate disabled make
am, to encourage development of potential and .4 positive self concepts while these
students exploit: areas of high potential Sections include activities to develop sell
concept, to mon% ate with at t, photogiaphy, drama, filmmaking, written communica-
tion, and to encourage kinesthetic and auditory learners, and post assessment
pi (iced ures
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Stimulating and Teaching Thinking through the Integration of Left
and Right Hemispheric Brain Activity
Nash, Paul 20 Aug 1984 29p.
Paper presented at the Conference on Thinking (Cambridge, MA, August 19-23,
1984).

A project investigated the use of instant photography for creating nthesis between
image and language, between pictures and words, and thus stimulating the light-brain
learning of students. The project was rated effective m motivating students to learn,
teaching visual/ spatial awareness, increasing the relevance of classroom learning, and
teaching basic skills. Formal evaluation of its effect on creative writing demonstrated
that Ss using instant cameras, film, and a curriculum guide made signilicand gleatcr
improvements in their writing ability than did control Ss Additional benefits were
noted in sell esteem (especially in low achievers and quiet of shy children), enhanced
communication, increased responsibility, more collaboration in classrooms, height-
ened senses of autonomy and authority, improved student-teacher relations, enhanced
writing and visualitation skills, and transfer to other domains of thinking

Taking Pictures
Accent on Living Maga/me

Information about holding a camel a while taking mewl es I inn a iAT heelehan 1'n:toles
and describes homemade devices and those aailable I om camera stores

P 0. Box 700
Bloomington, II, 61702
Winter, 1986 Issue

Teaching Handicapped Students Vocational Education.
A resource Handbook for K-12 Teachers
Palomaki, Mary Jane, I d.
National Fducation Association, Washington, 1) C 1981 96p

"factual print approach" used with blind students in industi Rd arts shop. (Ili tein.h-
mg strategies I or blind students in photography

The Toughest Assignment
"Snapshots" summary desci ibcs accomplishments of blind photogi aph% student Bet h
Hatch, 20, in Journalism 221 class at St Michael's College, But lington. V I Br aille-
like dots were applied to the shutter speed, aperaturc, and focusing r ing, ''It's lot like
writing,"she explained "You don't write I or vow sell N':011 %Ante to L011111111111t. MC vow

pet spective to others. It's the same with my pictures It doesn't bother me that I can t
see them," the article reports

Popular Photography
November 1988, p 45
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PHOTO MAPS: FROM HERE TO THERE
DESCRIPTION

Photographs of landmarks and views along a specific route can assist an individual
in traveling.

GOALS A SKILLS

Develop independent living skills
Improve visual perception
Improve reasoning abilities
Improve ability to follow directions

Reinforce memory, sequencing skills, and spatial orientation

PREPARATION

Review use of camera and film. Select and map out the specific route to be photo-
graphed with the client, eg. from home to the cleaners. Familiarize the client with
the route by actually traversing it; point out the landmarks and views to be photographed.

ACTIVITY

Client takes photographs of each landmark along the route. The characteristics of each
one should be pointed out as it is being photographed. For instance, ask the client to
describe the color, size, and shape of buildings and to state the pc ;ition o' me
building in relation to the others. Also note distinguishing features such as, fruits
nut5ide of a fruit stand, street crnssings, and changes in direction. The photo images
are then organized by the cliert into the appropriate sequence for "Going There" and
are placed in a photo travel book for use as a reference guide. Use the same activity
plan for the "Return Trip".

RELATED ACTIVITIES

W Neighborhood Photobiography
Photo Recipe Book

Yl

Photo Phone Book
Photo Reminder Bonk

(Reprinted from SNAP Activities Manual)
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Sources of Adaptive Equipment
Cameras and Triggering Mechanisms

Kodak Modz: X10 or KI2 VR 35mm Camera
Model K 10 is a durable, economical camcr a with automatic focus, but does require
manual trim handling

Model K 12 is a "one-tot ch" auto-tocusmto-flash model that require, a minimum of
film handling It automatically threads f dm to advance to Irame one, auto-ads anccs
atter each shot, and rewinds automatit ails at the end of the roll

See Appendix C for sample custom modifications for triggering mechanism and
camera support

Eas.,ran Kodak Company
343 State Street
Re hester, NY 14650

Polaroid Sun 660 Camera (modified models)
Polaroid Sun 660 autolocus instant cameras specially mod& .d with either pressure
sensitive "treadle" switch or pistol grip I he loot treadle may he placed on the child's
lap, then triggered by the hand, wrist, or arm Or, it could he taped io a wheelchair
frame and he activated by the head, knee, el foot

Polaroid Customer Ser. ices (SNAP)
784 Memorial ()rise
Cambridge, MA 02139-4688

Access to Recreation: Adaptive Recreation Equipment for the
Physically Challenged
Innovative and interesting adapuse recreation eiltlipillent at Lompetiuse paces
Catalog states guaran:ecd satisfaction Includes all-ter i am s chides, unisersal support
arms (for ca.rcras, binoculars, etc ), loss-cost camera holder, recreation-adapted
wheelchairs, amputee photographer pods, pointers, k. lamps and computer aciessoritcs

Donald A. Krebs, President
2509 East I hausand Oaks Blvd , Suite 43()
Thousand Olk s, CA 91362
(805) 498-7535
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Camera Support Systems
Bodypod:
Bodypod to stabilise camera Designed 1 or ,....e by the person with limited mobility.
Facilitates one-handed operation. Keeps camera aligned with the eye Available in
three sires, and configured for right- or left- handed use Wheelchair mounted modol
also available

Body pod
1431 Main Street
Gresham, OR 97030
(503) 665-4958

Bogen Video Camera Support:
I ightw2:ght (2 6 lbs ) boyd carrier

Bogen Photo Corp
17-20 Willow St
Fair Lawn, NJ 07410

The Magic Arm:
Fully articulated arm with camera mounting bracket tits anywhere ou wheelchair with
tubular ;rame 90 degree pivotable and 360 degree rotatable ends and an elbow that
rotates 360 degrees A firm turning movement of the control handle (located at the
elbow joint) locks all three mints hi inl,' into position

Bogen Photo Corp
17-20 Willow Street
P 0 Box 712
hair I P 'XII, NI 07410-0712
(201) 794-6500

Bogen Video Carnet d Supph A lightweight. 21,-,-lb hod v carrier for video cameras
$ !36 list Bogen Photo Col p

The Suction Pad:
For reliable mounting to all slippei \ sui laces like gas metal, enamels. plastics, etc.
May he combined svith the Cullmann Ball and Socke t Head, center column of the
tripod, or even with the complete tripod to give ddnumal support when used on a car
or a table

(i MI Photogriiph,c Inc
1776 New Highway
F" a rrn 1 ngd ak, N Y 11735
(516) 752-0066
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The Universal Support Arm:
Wse-lchair mounted support arm holds camera securely and steadily It telescopes

swivel at three points, thus providing a flexible range of angles and %, ink-

. specially designed clamp affixes the arm to a wheelchair's tubular frame

Maddak, Inc
Pequannock, N.I 07440

Wheelchair Camera Holder:
Wheelchair camera holder, oak Name with elbow rests is attached to the wheelchair
frame with an aluminum attachment that allows fur some adjustment in dial' widths

George H. Snyde
5809 N.E 21 Avenue
Ft Lauderdale, EA_ 33308

Wheelchair Camera Support:
Wheelchair c. mera support with clamp, locking arm, and camera platfoi in I he
clomp can be fastened to either a hot tiontal of vertical part of the wheelchair min on
either the right or left side Adjustable tension to support the weight of the Camera Net
allow smooth movement: adrist ment Collapses easily for tiaveling

C F Industrial Photographs.: Equipment Inc
2394 (irar'l Ave
Baldwin, NY 115111
(516) 868-1313

Wheelchair Camera Support:
Wheelchair camera support lot photogiaphing and telescope use Pt (o, ides ti
stability in an easily-mounted attacnment. Stainless steel Mounts on an straight up
and down armrest (desk arms may hale to he ieversedI Consists of head, post, and
base support Stiengz"-tested with large lot oat cameras And telephoto lenses I wo
models regular and lever-adapted for Mimed hand function

Gary Marine Photography
Waller Road
Route 3, Box 460
Delmar, MD 21875
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Appendix C

Sample Modifications
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